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Abstract 

Purpose: The way children move over the entire 24-hour day influences their health. The purpose of this 

study was to determine which intensities, patterns, and types of 24-hour movement behaviours are most 

strongly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors among children. 

Methods: A total of 369 children aged 10-13 years were studied. Participants wore an Actical 

accelerometer, a Garmin Forerunner 220 GPS logger, and completed an activity and sleep log for 7 

consecutive days. Data from these instruments were combined to estimate the average minutes/day spent 

in 14 intensities, 11 types, and 14 patterns of movement while sleeping and engaging in sedentary 

behaviour and physical activity. Body mass index, resting heart rate, and systolic blood pressure values 

were combined to create a cardiometabolic risk factor score. Partial least squares regression analysis was 

used to examine associations between the 39 movement behaviour characteristics and the cardiometabolic 

risk factor score. The variable importance in projection (VIP) values were used to determine and rank 

important movement behaviour characteristics. There was evidence of interaction by biological maturity 

and analyses were therefore conducted separately in the 50% least and 50% most mature participants.   

Results: For the least biologically mature participants, 15 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics 

had important VIP value scores; eight of these reflected movement intensities (particularly moderate and 

vigorous intensities), six reflected movement patterns, and one reflected a movement type. For the most 

biologically mature participants, 13 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics had important VIP 

value scores, with five reflecting intensities (particularly moderate and vigorous intensities), five 

reflecting patterns, and three reflecting types of movement.  

Conclusion: These findings suggest several different movement behaviour characteristics are associated 

with children’s cardiometabolic health. Time spent in movement intensities within the moderate and 

vigorous intensity ranges appear to be the most important movement behaviour characteristics for 

cardiometabolic risk factors. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 General overview 

The 24-hour day is comprised of distinct movement behaviours including sleep, sedentary 

behaviour, and physical activity. These movement behaviours are important determinants of health (1-3). 

There are several movement behaviour characteristics that might influence health. One of these 

characteristics is movement intensity, which is often categorized based on metabolic equivalents (METs) 

as: sleep (1.0 METs), sedentary behaviour (1.1-1.4 METs), light physical activity (1.5-2.9 METs), 

moderate physical activity (3.0-5.9 METs), and vigorous physical activity (≥6.0 METs) (4). Another 

movement behaviour characteristic is the type, including different types of sedentary behaviour (2) (e.g., 

watching TV, reading, sitting in a classroom) and different types of physical activity (5) (e.g., organized 

sport, outdoor play, active transportation, physical education). The patterns in which movement 

behaviours occur is another important movement behaviour characteristic. Some patterns that have been 

examined in the literature are bouts of sedentary time (6), interruptions in sedentary time (7), bouts of 

physical activity (8), intermittent (or sporadic) physical activity (8), sleep quality (e.g., % of time in bed 

spend asleep) (9), sleep chronology (e.g., timing of when someone goes to bed and wakes up) (10), and 

the day-to-day consistency of sleep duration (11) and chronology (12).    

The influence of different intensities, types, and patterns of movement behaviours on health have 

traditionally been studied in isolation rather than collectively. For example, studies have examined how 

intensity of physical activity is associated with cardiometabolic risk factors (13), and how patterns of 

physical activity (i.e., bouts and breaks) are associated with cardiometabolic risk factors (8), but the 

influence of patterns have yet to be compared across the intensity spectrum. The main limitation of this 

isolated approach is that it does not allow researchers to determine what movement behaviour 

characteristics have the greatest effect on health. Looking at all movement behaviours and their 
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characteristics collectively would allow researchers to determine which features of children’s movement 

are most important for their health. Unfortunately, regression techniques that are commonly used in 

epidemiology research cannot be used to collectively examine how the intensity, type, and patterns of 

movement behaviours are associated with health outcomes because these regression techniques are not 

appropriate when there are a large number of highly correlated predictor variables (14). Partial least 

squares regression (15) is an alternative statistical approach that could be used because it was designed to 

be used with multiple predictor variables that are highly correlated.   

1.2 Scientific significance 

They way children move over a 24-hour period has important implications for their health (1-3). 

Because the associations between movement behaviour characteristics and health outcomes have only 

been examined in isolation, it is difficult to determine which of these characteristics are the most 

important. This thesis research will use a statistical approach that allows multiple collinear movement 

characteristics to be examined in the same model in order to directly compare which intensities, types, 

and patterns of movement behaviours are the most strongly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors in 

children.    

1.3 Objectives and hypothesis 

The objectives of my thesis research are to collectively examine the associations between 

different intensities, patterns, and types of movement behaviours with cardiometabolic risk factors among 

10 to 13-year-old children, and to rank the importance of these movement characteristics based on the 

strength of the observed associations. 

It is hypothesized that:  

1) Variables that reflect different intensities of movement will have higher rankings than variables 

that reflect different types and patterns of movement. 
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2) Variables that reflect higher intensities of movement (e.g., vigorous physical activity) will have 

higher rankings than variables that reflect lower intensities of movement (e.g., sleep, sedentary 

behaviour). 

3) Variables that reflect screen-based sedentary behaviours (e.g., TV, video games, computer use) 

will have higher rankings than variables that reflect other types of sedentary behaviours (e.g., 

reading, homework, vehicle travel). 

4) Variables that reflect different types of physical activity will have similar rankings. 

5) Variables that reflect patterns of sleep (e.g., sleep chronology, consistency) will have higher 

rankings than variables that reflect patterns of physical activity (e.g., bouts, sporadic activity) and 

sedentary behaviour (e.g., prolonged bouts, breaks in bouts). 

1.4 Thesis organization 

This thesis follows the guidelines specified by the Queen’s University School of Graduate Studies 

“General Form of Theses” as well as the guidelines of the School of Kinesiology and Health Studies for a 

manuscript-based thesis. The enclosed thesis consists of 4 chapters. Chapter 1 provides an overview of 

the topic, a rationale, and the objectives of my thesis. Chapter 2 provides a critical review of the literature 

examining the relationships between the movement behaviour characteristics and cardiometabolic risk 

factors within children. Chapter 3 is the manuscript. The research completed for the manuscript uses 

partial least squares regression to assess which intensities, types, and patterns of movement behaviours 

are most strongly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors among children aged 10 to 13 years.  

Chapter 4 provides a general discussion, highlighting key findings, public health implications, and the 

strengths and weaknesses of the research. Additional details of the methodology of the thesis, including 

detailed research protocols as well as ethics approval, are presented as appendices.  
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Chapter 2 

Literature Review 

2.1 Outline 

This chapter consists of a literature review that discusses how the different movement behaviour 

characteristics (intensity, type, and patterns) influence cardiometabolic health in children. The review 

begins by defining the key terms and concepts that are used throughout the thesis. This is followed by 

sections that describe the influence that individual movement behaviours characteristics have on 

cardiometabolic health in children. The next section describes statistical approaches that can be used to 

examine time-use data, such as movement behaviours. Finally, a summary is provided. 

2.2 Definitions of key terms and concepts 

This study focuses on pre- and early adolescents (ages 10 to 13 years). In this thesis child and 

children are used to refer to the school-aged period (~5 years of age to ~17 years of age). 

Movement behaviours is a term that has recently been adopted in the literature to collectively 

refer to behaviours that make up the entire movement continuum ranging from sleep to vigorous activity 

(1). Movement behaviours are often defined according to their intensity based on their metabolic 

equivalence (MET). One MET is defined as the amount of oxygen consumed while at rest or sleep (2). 

Sedentary behaviour (SB) refers to any waking behaviour characterized by an energy expenditure ≤1.5 

METs (3). Any waking behaviour with an intensity between 1.5 to 2.9 METs is defined as light physical 

activity (LPA) and includes activities such as standing, slow walking, and activities of daily living (e.g., 

getting dressed, doing the dishes). Any waking behaviour between 3.0 and 5.9 METs is classified as 

moderate physical activity (MPA) and includes activities such as brisk walking and cycling. Vigorous 

physical activity (VPA) are activities that are engaged in at an intensity of at least 6.0 METs and includes 

activities such as running and jumping. Many activities that children engage in are made up of 

combinations of more than one movement intensity. For example, while playing in a soccer game, a child 
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may engage in sedentary behaviour (e.g., time spent on the bench), light physical activity (e.g., standing 

during stops in play), and vigorous physical activity (e.g., running during game play).  

The type of movement behaviour refers to the activity being completed. Types of sedentary 

behaviour include homework, reading, screen-based activities such as video games or television viewing, 

sitting in the classroom, riding in an automobile, etc. The main types of physical activity children engage 

in include organized sports and programs, active transportation, physical education and other curriculum-

based activities performed at school (such as daily physical activity), active play, and chores or work. 

Organized sports and programs refers to physical activities that are typically structured by rules, are often 

competitive, and are usually supervised by an adult such as a coach or referee (4). Examples include a 

soccer game, hockey practice or dance lesson. Active transportation refers to transportation that is self-

propelled, such as walking or biking to school or other destinations (5). Organized school physical 

activity refers to activities completed during class-time at school, and in the province of Ontario includes 

physical education class (4) and daily physical activity (DPA) (6). Physical education is a class in the 

school curriculum that focuses on motor skill development in a movement setting (4). DPA is also a part 

of regular school curriculum in some Canadian provinces and focuses on accumulating moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity rather than motor skill development (6). Active play refers to play where energy 

expenditure is significantly above resting levels. These activities are highly unstructured, typically freely 

chosen and led by children, and are often performed with minimal or no adult supervision (7). Examples 

of active play include street hockey, tag, or playground games. Chores/work (e.g., shoveling the 

driveway, raking leaves, delivering newspapers) may also be considered a type of physical activity that 

children engage in. Children may also engage in other forms of physical activity in their leisure time such 

as hikes, walking around the neighborhood, working out, etc., that do not fall into any of the categories 

mentioned above.  

The pattern of movement behaviours refers to the sequence in which the movement behaviours 

are performed. Physical activity can be accumulated in bouts (longer periods of time spent consecutively 
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engaged in physical activity) or in sporadic bursts, a pattern of physical activity more characteristic to 

children than adults (8, 9). Bouts are typically defined as periods of sustained activity that meet a 

specified duration and intensity. For example, a bout of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity is 

typically calculated as the sum of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity that was performed for more 

than 10 consecutive minutes where at least 8 out of 10 minutes meets the threshold for moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity (10). Sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical activity is then calculated as 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity that does not meet the specified duration criteria of the bouts but 

meets the specified intensity (10).  

Similarly, sedentary behaviour can be accumulated in bouts (a period of uninterrupted sedentary 

time (3)) or can be broken up by other intensities of movement, called breaks (3). A sedentary bout is 

commonly calculated as a period of consecutive minutes of activity registering below the threshold of 

sedentary behaviour for a specified duration (e.g., 5, 10, 20 mins, etc.), with no ‘tolerance time’ for 

activity that exceeds the threshold of sedentary behaviour (3). A break is defined as a non-sedentary 

period in between two sedentary bouts (3). 

Sleep can also be accumulated in bouts (larger chunks of time spent asleep without interruptions) 

or in shorter time segments, broken up by night awakenings. These sleep patterns are commonly 

described as sleep quality. A commonly used measure of sleep quality is sleep efficiency, which refers to 

the percentage of total time in bed spent sleeping (11, 12). Other relevant sleep patterns include sleep 

chronology (e.g., morning larks go to bed and wake up early while night owls go to bed late and wake up 

late), and the day-to-day consistency of children’s sleep patterns (i.e., day-to-day sleep duration 

consistency, bed-time consistency).   

2.3 Importance of cardiometabolic risk as a measure of health in children 

 Cardiometabolic risk describes a condition in which the probability of developing atherosclerotic 

cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes is significantly increased (13). Although the onset of 

cardiometabolic disease typically occurs later in life, the development of elevated cardiometabolic risk 
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factors, such as high body fat, elevated heart rate, and high blood pressure can occur in childhood (14).  

Elevated cardiometabolic risk developed in the childhood years often track into both adolescence (15) and 

adulthood (16). Additionally, risk factors that are present during childhood and adolescence may increase 

the risk of developing cardiometabolic disease in adulthood, regardless of the risk factors present at the 

time. For example, being overweight in adolescence has been found to predict morbidity and mortality 

from cardiometabolic disease, independent of adult weight (17). Childhood is therefore a critical time to 

ensure that cardiometabolic disease risk factors are maintained at healthy levels.  

2.4 Associations between intensity of movement behaviours and cardiometabolic health 

 The associations between the different movement behaviour intensities and cardiometabolic risk 

factors in children have largely been examined individually, as summarized below.   

2.4.1 Sleep duration and cardiometabolic health 

 On average, Canadian school-aged children sleep less now compared to decades ago (18). The 

relationship between sleep duration and cardiometabolic risk factors in children is unclear. A systematic 

review by Chaput et al. found consistent evidence that a short sleep duration is associated with increased 

adiposity (19). However, when examining the association between sleep duration and other 

cardiometabolic biomarkers (e.g., blood pressure, a clustering of risk factors), there were inconsistent 

findings, with studies reporting positive, negative, or null findings (19). The quality of the available 

evidence is low due to the reliance on cross-sectional study designs and the subjective assessment of sleep 

duration used in most studies.   

2.4.2 Sedentary behaviour and cardiometabolic health 

 School-aged Canadian children spend an average of 8.6 hours/day engaged in sedentary 

behaviour, which accounts for 62% of their waking hours (20). The relationship between the duration of 

total sedentary behaviour and cardiometabolic risk in children is unclear. A systematic review by Carson 

et al. examined the relationship between sedentary behaviour in children and health outcomes. When 
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focusing on studies that used accelerometry to measure total sedentary time, null findings were reported 

for the relationship between total sedentary behaviour and body composition and cardiometabolic risk 

score (21). An important limitation of these accelerometer-based studies is that accelerometers are unable 

to differentiate between sitting (a sedentary behaviour) and standing still (a light physical activity) (22). 

Therefore, standing would have largely been misclassified as sedentary behaviour (23), which could have 

biased the associations being examined. Therefore, it is difficult to draw conclusions on the influence of 

total sedentary time on optimal cardiometabolic health when total sedentary time is measured solely with 

accelerometry. Additionally, few of the studies examined in the systematic review adjusted their analysis 

for time spent engaged in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity or sleep duration, which could confound 

the relationship between sedentary behaviour and cardiometabolic risk factors. A study by Carson et al. 

(94) that examined the relationships between sleep, sedentary time, and physical activity and health 

indicators using composition analysis to properly adjust for the other movement behaviours found that 

sedentary behaviour was positively associated (p<0.001) with obesity risk markers, relative to the other 

movement behaviours.  

2.4.3 Light physical activity and cardiometabolic health 

 Historically, physical activity research has focused on moderate-to-vigorous physical activity. 

However, there has been increasing interest in the potential health benefits of light physical activity, a 

behaviour that was recognized in the recently released Canadian 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for 

Children and Youth (1). While the energy expenditure rate per unit time is much lower for light physical 

activity than for moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, light physical activity is an important source of 

physical activity expenditure as children spend far more time in light physical activity than moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity, making the cumulative effect of light physical activity on energy expenditure 

considerable (24). 

 The relationship between light physical activity and cardiometabolic health in children is unclear. 

A systematic review conducted by Poitras et al. reported inconsistent findings across nine studies 
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included in the review, with favourable, unfavourable and null findings reported for the relationship 

between light physical activity and cardiometabolic risk factors (25).    

 The inconsistent findings may reflect how light physical activity is captured with accelerometry 

(as explained above for sedentary behaviour) and/or reflect that only movement in the higher light 

physical activity intensity range has health benefits. Consider, for example, a study by Carson et al. (26) 

that split light physical activity into two different intensities, low light physical activity and high light 

physical activity. It was found that while the lower category of light physical activity and higher category 

of light physical activity both had beneficial associations with diastolic blood pressure, the higher 

category of light physical activity alone was associated with HDL-cholesterol (26). Additionally, Kwon et 

al. (27) quantified the relationships between light physical activity and fat mass in boys and girls at ages 

5, 8, and 11 years using two different cut-points for light physical activity (100-2999 counts/minute and 

1100-2999 counts/minute). Across all comparisons, the associations between light physical activity and 

fat mass were stronger using the higher cut point (1100-2999 counts/minute) (27). Collectively, the 

studies by Carson et al. (26) and Kwon et al. (27) highlight a possible flaw in the tendency of studies to 

group all light physical activities from static (i.e., standing) to dynamic (i.e., slow walking) into a single 

light physical activity variable, which may mask the potential health benefits of light physical activity 

performed at slightly higher intensity.  

2.4.4 Moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and cardiometabolic health 

 The Canadian 24-Hour Movement Guidelines for Children and Youth recommend at least 60 

minutes of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity per day (1). However, only 7% of Canadian children 

achieve this target on at least 6 out of the 7 days of a week (20).  

 There is strong and consistent evidence from experimental and observational studies indicating a 

favourable relationship between the duration of time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and 

cardiometabolic biomarkers (25). A systematic review by Poitras et al. included 162 studies examining 

the relationship between the duration of objectively measured physical activity and health determined that 
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there is a dose-response relationship between the duration of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and 

health, with more time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity resulting in greater 

cardiometabolic health benefits (25). A large majority of the studies included in the review examined 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity in isolation and did not adjust for the potential confounding effects 

of the other movement behaviours. Nonetheless, when studies have adjusted for both sleep and/or 

sedentary behaviour, the associations between moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and adiposity and 

cardiometabolic outcomes remained significant (28-31). 

 A large majority of previous studies measured moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, and few 

separated moderate intensity from vigorous intensity. Therefore, there is limited evidence on whether 

activities of vigorous intensity provide benefits above and beyond those of moderate intensity. There is 

some evidence to suggest that the association between moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and 

cardiometabolic risk factors may be driven by the time spent in vigorous physical activity. A cross-

sectional study conducted in Alberta examining the association between physical activity intensities and 

cardiometabolic risk factors in youth found that only physical activity of vigorous intensity was 

consistently associated with lower measures of waist circumference, body mass index (BMI) z-score, 

systolic blood pressure, and increased cardiorespiratory fitness (32). Additionally, many experimental 

studies included in the systematic review that observed significant changes in health outcomes prescribed 

exercise which would be categorized as vigorous intensity (33).  

2.4.5 Issues with intensity cut-points 

 Interpretation and comparison of findings regarding movement intensity-specific effects across 

studies have proven to be difficult due to the large variability in the cut-points used to translate 

accelerometer counts into minutes spent in the different intensities of movement (25, 34). As a result, 

studies may report dramatically different estimates of time spent in the different movement intensities, 

depending on the chosen cut-points. For example, a notable study in the field defined moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity as activity above 3000 counts/minute (35), while another study that used the 
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same type of accelerometer defined moderate-to-vigorous physical activity as activity above 2296 

counts/minute (36). A potential solution to this problem is to analyze the intensity spectrum as a whole, 

rather than relying on pre-defined accelerometry cut-points to define a small number of intensity 

categories. Analyzing the intensity spectrum as a whole would also allow for further investigation into the 

specific influence of light physical activity and moderate-to-vigorous physical activity of different 

intensities, by creating multiple intensity variables with narrow ranges throughout the intensity spectrum 

rather than the traditional wide-span categories (sedentary behaviour, light physical activity, moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity). As previously discussed, the grouping of light physical activity and moderate-

to-vigorous physical activity into large ranges may mask specific influences driving the relationship 

between movement intensity and health outcomes. 

2.5 Association between types of movement behaviours and cardiometabolic health 

2.5.1 Different types of sedentary behaviour 

 Most of the evidence relating to sedentary behaviour in children has come from studies using 

self- or proxy-reported television viewing and its relationship with overweight and obesity (21). A 

systematic review examining the relationship between sedentary behaviour and health outcomes in 

children found that TV viewing was consistently and significantly associated with unfavourable body 

composition and cardiometabolic health (21). However, using this measure alone fails to capture the 

diversity of sedentary behaviours that children engage in throughout the day (37).   

 There is growing research examining other types of popular screen time behaviours, such as 

computer use and video games. The research suggests there may be differences between the different 

types screen time activities. A recent review found that TV use is more strongly related to obesity than 

video game and computer use in young people (38).  

 Additionally, technology continues to evolve at a rapid rate, and as a result measuring screen time 

behaviour becomes more complex and difficult. In response to the rapid evolution of technology (e.g., 

ability to watch TV programs from a television, computer, tablet, and even smart-phone, etc.), recent 
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research has started to move away from investigating the screen time device (e.g., television vs. computer 

vs. video game console) and instead focus on the screen time activity (e.g., watching programming vs. 

playing video games on any device vs. browsing the web) (39). Furthermore, the assessment of the types 

of screen time activities is further complicated by the issue of multitasking (i.e., using multiple screens 

simultaneously), which makes it difficult to estimate of an individual’s “total” screen time (39). 

 The effects of different types of non-screen time sedentary behaviours, such as reading and 

homework, on cardiometabolic risk factors in children are unclear. Inconsistent findings have been 

observed when examining the relationship between time spent doing homework, reading, quiet play time, 

listening to music and non-screen time activities, and several cardiometabolic risk factors, including body 

composition, HDL-cholesterol levels and blood pressure (21). The evidence relies on very few studies, all 

of which use cross-sectional data. A further issue is that comparisons have not yet been done across the 

different types of sedentary behaviour. Thus, it is unclear whether non-screen based sedentary behaviour 

is less detrimental than screen-based activities. This would be useful to know as many forms of non-

screen based sedentary behaviour, such as homework and seated classroom time, are seen as a 

fundamental part of a child’s education. 

 There have been increasing efforts to decrease the amount of time children spend sitting during 

classroom time at school. A study found that implementing stand-based desks in third- and fourth-grade 

classrooms resulted in a significant decrease in BMI percentile in the group that used stand-based desks 

for 2 years compared to the group that used standard desks during both years (40). Other studies 

examining interventions to reduce sitting time (e.g., implementing sit-stand desks) have not found 

significant changes in anthropometric measures or blood pressure (41, 42), however, the interventions 

were likely too short (e.g., only a few months long) to detect any significant differences and tended to 

have small sample sizes. 
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 Passive travel (e.g., travel in a car or bus) is another form of sedentary behaviour that children 

engage in most days. It has been shown to be negatively associated with measures of weight status in 

children, including BMI (5, 43) and skinfolds (5).  

2.5.2 Different types of physical activity 

 Children’s physical activities primarily fall into four distinct categories: organized sport and 

programs, active transportation, physical education and other organized school activities, and active play 

(7). A master’s thesis recently completed in the Physical Activity Epidemiology Lab at Queen’s examined 

whether different types of physical activity were independently associated with cardiometabolic risk 

factors in children aged 10 to 13 years. Outdoor active play was found to be favourably associated with 

body fat %, and organized sport was found to be favourably associated with resting heart rate (44). 

Several other studies have also examined the influence of specific types of physical activity individually 

on the cardiometabolic health of children, as summarized below.  

2.5.2.1 Organized sport 

The relationship between participation in organized sport and cardiometabolic health is unclear. A 

systematic review examining the relationship between sport participation and weight status in children 

reported mixed findings across 19 studies (45). The lack of clear difference in weight status may reflect a 

self-selection process as a large body size is advantageous in some sports (e.g., football). In addition, 

many studies used BMI as a measure of weight status, which may not be a good indicator of adiposity 

among sport participants, especially those who tend to be more muscular, as it may result in 

misclassification (46).  

A prospective cohort study examining the association between participation in organized sport 

during adolescence and changes in cardiometabolic risk factors between adolescence and adulthood found 

that persistent participation in organized sport was significantly associated with beneficial changes in 

adiposity, blood pressure, and insulin (47). Another prospective cohort study of 1197 children with a 

mean age of 8.4  1.4 years found that participating in organized sport for 53 weeks was associated with a 
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lower clustered cardiovascular risk and a 20% decreased risk of overweight/obesity determined using 

BMI (48). Sustained participation in organized sport appears to have favourable effects on cardiovascular 

risk, based on the limited evidence, but little influence on body weight.   

Few studies have examined the effect of the type of organized sport on the health of children. One 

study conducted in Denmark found that children who participated in soccer or handball at least twice per 

week were more likely to achieve the physical activity guidelines than children who did not participate in 

organized sport, whereas children who participated in gymnastics, basketball, or volleyball were no more 

likely to achieve the guidelines than children who did not participate in sport programs (49). However, the 

inconsistent outcomes associated with some sports may have resulted from low participation rates in 

certain sports.  

Due to the limited research examining different types of organized sport, it is unclear how the 

type of organized sport influences children’s health. As the types of organized sport and programs 

children participate in during pre-adolescence may vary widely, and have vastly different levels of 

competitiveness, intensity, interaction with others, opportunity for energy expenditure, etc., it may be 

beneficial to examine several types of organized sport and programs, rather than participation in programs 

more broadly. Examining all types of organized sport together may mask the effects of certain types of 

organized sport.   

2.5.2.2 Active transportation 

The influence of active transportation on children’s adiposity is unclear. A systematic review of 

39 studies examined the association between active travel to school and indicators of body composition 

(50). Overall, 22 of the studies found no difference in body composition between active and passive 

travelers, 14 observed that active travelers had more favourable body composition, and 3 studies reported 

that active travel to school was associated with less favourable body composition (51). Inference on the 

direction of the observed associations is however not possible as the majority of the included studies 

examined cross-sectional data. It is possible that the causality is in the opposite direction than expected, 
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and that children’s weight status may influence their modality of travel to school. For example, perhaps 

children who have a lower body composition are more likely to actively commute to school, or parents of 

children with higher body composition may encourage them to walk or cycle to school to increase 

physical activity. Many studies did not control for socioeconomic status, however there is evidence 

suggesting that low socioeconomic status is associated with indices of higher body composition (52) and 

that children from lower income households are more likely to actively commute to school (53). There 

was also great variation in the methods used to assess active travel, with some studies classifying children 

actively commuting to school only 1 day per week as active travelers, which is likely to reduce the 

magnitude of the effect (54).  

There has been increasing efforts to implement interventions to increase children’s active 

commuting behaviours. A 10 week “walking school bus” intervention was completed within 280 

Hispanic students between the ages of 5 and 11 years in New Mexico. At the end of the intervention there 

were no statistical differences in changes in BMI z-score between the active transportation intervention 

group and the control group (55). However, the intervention lasted only 10 weeks, which is likely too 

short to detect any meaningful differences in children’s adiposity.  

Research on active transportation in the school-aged population is largely limited by its exclusive 

focus on active commuting to school and non-inclusion of active travel to other destinations. The 

available evidence also relies heavily on self-reported data that may lead to misclassification of active 

travel behaviours. 

There has been increasing focus on distinguishing the benefits of walking and cycling. A study 

conducted in Denmark found that adolescents who cycled to school had higher aerobic power, isometric 

muscle endurance, dynamic muscle endurance in the abdominal muscles, and flexibility, than both 

walkers and passive travelers (56), suggesting that cycling may provide increased health benefits beyond 

those of walking.  
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2.5.2.3 Organized school physical activity 

While physical education in schools has long been seen as a major source of physical activity for 

children, research has demonstrated that children accumulate very little time actually spent engaged in 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, and the majority of the time engaged in sedentary behaviour or 

light physical activity, while waiting for other students to participate, or listening to teachers instruct 

between actual engagement in activities (57, 58). It is therefore unsurprising that research has found that 

increasing organized school physical activity has no effect on children’s adiposity. Studies that have 

examined the effects of increasing physical education instruction time by 1 hour/week did not find the 

increase had significant effects of indices of adiposity (59, 60). It is likely that increasing curriculum 

physical activity by 1 hour/week is too low of volume of physical activity to have a meaningful impact on 

body weight.  

Ontario, Alberta, and BC have attempted to increase children’s moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity by implementing a daily physical activity (DPA) policy to provide children with the opportunity 

to participate in a minimum of twenty minutes of sustained moderate-to-vigorous physical activity each 

school day during instructional time. Stone et al. used accelerometry to measure the activity of children 

during the DPA sessions. Just 19.3% of participants accumulated at least 1 sustained (>5 min) bout of 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity during the 20-minute DPA sessions over a week. Those who 

achieved at least one bout had lower BMI scores than those who did not (6). The findings of this study 

suggest that if programs like DPA that focus specifically on the accumulation of moderate-to-vigorous 

physical activity (rather than motor skill development) were implemented as intended, it would 

potentially have a greater impact on total moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and thus a greater impact 

on cardiometabolic health. 

2.5.2.4 Active play 

This is a domain of physical activity that has significantly decreased over the past few decades 

(61). Nevertheless, because children have the opportunity to participate in active play for prolonged 
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periods over the course of the day, including during recess and after school on school days, and 

throughout the day on weekends and holidays, this domain of physical activity could have a major impact 

on children’s energy expenditure (62). In fact, research has found that children who play outside have 

2.84 times greater odds of achieving the recommended 60 minutes/day of moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity compared to children who do not play outside (63).  

Evidence on the benefits of active play is lacking. Due to the unstructured nature of active play it 

is difficult to capture, and therefore time spent outdoors is commonly used a proxy for outdoor active 

play. A cross-sectional study of 360 preadolescents found that each additional hour/day spent in outdoor 

play was associated with a decreased prevalence of overweight (64). Similarly, a cohort study conducted 

with children between the ages of 3 and 16 found that time spent outdoors was associated with a lower 

odds of increasing BMI z-score after a follow-up of 2 years (65). In contrast, another cross-sectional study 

reported no associations between outdoor time and BMI z-score among 9 to 17-year olds (63).  

The limited research on active play relies on outdoor time as an indicator of outdoor play, which 

may have resulted in misclassification of the exposure, as not all time spent outdoors is necessarily spent 

engaged in active play. The studies all also relied on self-reported measures of outdoor time, which are 

susceptible to recall bias.  

2.6 Association between patterns of movement behaviours and cardiometabolic health 

2.6.1 Sleep patterns 

 Only a few studies have examined the relation between sleep quality and cardiometabolic risk in 

children. A low sleep quality is concerning as it may induce hormonal changes due to alterations in the 

sleep architecture, which may stimulate increased fat deposition (66). A population-based prospective 

birth-cohort study conducted in the Netherlands found that girls who experienced night-time awakenings 

had higher total cholesterol than girls without night-time awakenings, but no relation was found in boys 

(67). However, the sleep characteristics were all self-reported, which is subject to recall bias, as it may be 

difficult for children to accurately remember events such as awakenings that occurred during the night. 
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Yet, another study that was conducted in Belgium that used objective measures of sleep quality found that 

low sleep quality measured by nocturnal awakenings and sleep efficiency were associated with 

unhealthier heart rate variability patterns (68). In contrast, another study using objective measures of sleep 

quality found that sleep disturbances were not related to obesity in adolescents (69). This study, however, 

only assessed a 24-hour period, which may not have been an accurate representation of daily sleep habits.  

 While a later bedtime may result in a decreased sleep duration, recent evidence also suggests that 

a later bedtime may also be detrimental to children’s health independent of sleep duration. Cross-sectional 

studies examining sleep chronotype have found that morning larks (children who go to bed early and 

wake up early) tend to have a lower BMI than night owls (children who go to bed late and wake up late), 

independent of sleep duration (70-72). Additionally, a few longitudinal studies have found that children 

with early bedtimes are less likely to have a higher BMI at a follow-up assessment at least 5 years later 

(73-75). The link between sleep chronotype and BMI may reflect different use of time patterns in children 

who go to bed late, such as increased television time (72). A limitation of these studies is that they relied 

on self or parent-reported bedtime, which may be subject to both recall and social desirability bias.  

 A growing trend in childhood sleep habits is to compensate for a deficit in weekday sleep by 

sleeping longer on weekend days, a sleep pattern often referred to as “catch-up” sleep (76). A few studies 

have examined whether “catch-up” sleep may mitigate the effects of a short sleep duration during the 

week. A study on children between the ages of 4 and 10 examined the relationship between consistency of 

objectively measured sleep duration and BMI and found that children with obesity were less likely to 

experience “catch-up” sleep on weekends compared to children with a BMI in the normal-weight or 

overweight range (77). A high variance in night-to-night sleep duration was also more likely to be 

associated with elevated triglyceride levels (77), however this association was only found in children with 

an obesity BMI. Similarly, a study conducted in Hong Kong found that among children who slept less 

than 8 hours during weekdays, those children who did not compensate for their sleep deficit during 

weekends or holidays had a significantly increased risk of overweight/obesity compared to children who 
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did compensate (78). This study, however, relied on subjective parent-reported sleep times, which may 

overestimate children’s sleep duration, as well as parent-reported height and weight, which may 

underestimate the outcome. In contrast, a study by Rodriguez-Colin et al. examined the effects of 

objectively measured sleep duration variability on heart rate variability, a cardiometabolic risk factor, in 

421 adolescents. After adjusting for confounders, it was found that an increased sleep duration variability 

was significantly associated with a lower heart rate variability and a higher heart rate, suggesting that an 

irregular sleep duration pattern has an adverse impact on cardiometabolic health in healthy adolescents 

(79). All of the studies mentioned used cross-sectional data, which limits the ability to establish a 

temporal relationship.  

 In addition to sleep duration consistency, consistency in bed and wake times have also been 

examined, mostly in relation in behavioural outcomes in school-aged children. A study conducted in 

children between the ages of 5 and 10 years examined the stability in sleep and wake schedules in relation 

to behavioural functioning and found that a variability in bed and wake time over 60 minutes significantly 

increased the risk of scoring in the 95th percentile for behavioural sub-scales (80). However, the study 

used cross-sectional data, which precludes any conclusions of the directionality of the results, as it is also 

plausible that instability in sleep schedule is a symptom of behavioural difficulties rather than vice versa. 

Another study conducted in adolescent students found that an absence of variability between weekday and 

weekend sleep was associated with lower perception of school work pressure, less frequent skipping 

classes, more infrequent fatigue and more infrequent difficulties in sleep initiation (81). Both studies 

relied on self-reported measurement of the outcome variable, which may be subject to recall and social-

desirability bias. Bed and wake time consistency has yet to be examined in relation to cardiometabolic 

risk factors in children.  

2.6.2 Bouts of sedentary behaviour and interruptions in sedentary behaviour 

Children spend extended periods of time engaged in sedentary activities in and out of school. It is 

unclear how patterns of sedentary behaviour impact cardiometabolic risk factors in children. Some studies 
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have reported significant detrimental relationships between sedentary bouts and body composition but 

have only found significant associations in specific subgroups (e.g., boys only) (82-84). One study found 

that patterns of sedentary behaviour were not predictors of high cardiometabolic risk score after adjusting 

for moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and other confounders (85). The few studies that have 

examined the health effects of sedentary bouts and breaks in children have all used different operational 

definitions of sedentary bouts and breaks (86), resulting in a large variation of estimates of sedentary time 

accumulated in bouts (87). Therefore, it is difficult to compare the results of these studies. In two of the 

studies, up to 20% of minutes within a sedentary bout was also allowed above the cut-point for sedentary 

behaviour (83, 85). Such ‘tolerance time’ within a sedentary bout reflects brief interruptions in sedentary 

behaviour, which may enhance glucose metabolism (88) and therefore be beneficial to health, which may 

explain the lack of an effect in studies allowing such ‘tolerance time’.  

2.6.3 Bouts of physical activity and sporadic physical activity 

 Research has found that 66% of the total moderate-to-vigorous physical activity of 8 to17-year 

olds is accumulated in a sporadic nature (activity accrued in less than 5 consecutive minutes) (89). 

However, there is limited research examining the importance of the patterns by which children 

accumulate their physical activity throughout the day. Only two cross-sectional studies have examined the 

relationship between sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (<5 consecutive minutes at a time) 

and cardiometabolic outcomes in children, both finding favourable effects on waist circumference and 

systolic blood pressure, and overweight/obesity, respectively (10, 89). Equivalent volumes of sporadic 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and bouts of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity had a similar 

impact on adiposity and cardiometabolic risk (10, 89). Every minute of physical activity children engage 

in appears to be beneficial for their health, regardless of the pattern by which it is accumulated. 
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2.7 Statistical approaches 

2.7.1 Traditional regression models 

 In attempts to determine whether multiple movement behaviour characteristics are associated 

with children’s health, researchers commonly include different movement behaviour characteristics as 

covariates in the same regression models; studies examining the association between sedentary behaviour 

and obesity often include moderate-to-vigorous physical activity as a covariate. For example, a study by 

Steele et al. examined the association between objectively measured sedentary time and indices of 

adiposity and found that sedentary time was positively associated with waist circumference and fat mass 

index. However, after adjusting for moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, the association was no longer 

significant (28). Additionally, when examining patterns of movement behaviours, researchers will also 

adjust for the total time spent in that intensity of movement. For example, a study by Saunders et al. 

examined whether sedentary bouts were associated with cardiometabolic risk in children and adjusted for 

the total time spent engaged in sedentary behaviour (82).  

 Traditional regression models that look at independent associations are inappropriate for 

analyzing all of the behaviours simultaneously, given that all of the movement behaviour characteristics 

account for 100% of a child’s day. For example, an increase in time spent in one intensity (e.g., moderate-

to-vigorous physical activity) must result in a subsequent decrease in at least one or more of the other 

behaviours (e.g., sleep, sedentary behaviour, or light physical activity), and therefore these variables are 

co-dependent. The effect is the same when examining types and patterns of movement (e.g., decreasing 

time spent in one type of activity must result in an increase in one or more types of activity). Traditional 

statistical methods are therefore not suitable for this type of analysis as they are not able to handle 

collinear variables (90). As a result, the validity of the study findings using traditional statistical methods 

with absolute time-use variables, such as movement behaviour variables, is undermined due to the 

incorrect or lack of adjustment for known effects on the outcome (91). Additionally, the different 

characteristics of movement (i.e., intensity, type, patterns) cannot be examined at the same time, as the 
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variables across the different characteristics would also be collinear. For example, time spent riding a 

bicycle to school would be classified by intensity as moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, by type as 

active transportation, and by pattern as bouted moderate-to-vigorous physical activity.  

 The need to avoid multicollinearity also limits the number of variables that can be included in the 

analyses. Therefore, it is not possible to examine the effects of the whole intensity spectrum, which is 

problematic as the effects of specific intensities may be masked by being clumped into larger categories.  

2.7.2 Compositional data analysis 

 Compositional data analysis, a statistical approach that has been developed for analyzing data that 

is compositional in nature and constrained to a finite whole, shows promise in the field of physical 

activity epidemiology, due to the movement behaviour characteristics fitting within a compositional 

paradigm (i.e., 24-hour day) (92). This approach involves using an isometric log-ratio to transform the 

data and then applying standard regression methods to the transformed data (93). 

 A study by Carson et al. recently employed a compositional analysis framework to assess 

whether the composition of movement behaviours is associated with cardiometabolic risk factors in 

children and found the relative distribution of the four movement behaviours as a whole was significantly 

associated with BMI (94). Relative to the proportion of time spent in the other three movement 

behaviours, time spent in sedentary behaviour or light physical activity was positively associated with 

obesity risk markers, and time spent in sleep or moderate-to-vigorous physical activity was negatively 

associated with obesity risk factors (94). Chastin et al. have also used this compositional analysis 

framework in a study of US adults and found similar associations in adults (92). 

 While these 2 studies employed a compositional analysis framework to assess whether the time 

spent in each movement behaviour intensity is associated with health indicators, no studies have 

examined other characteristics of movement behaviours, such as the type and patterns of movement 

behaviours. Unfortunately, this approach cannot be used to examine the type of movement behaviours 

because if there are 0 values for any of the participants for any of the types of movement behaviours, the 
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log-ratio transformation cannot be performed as it does not work on 0 values. It is highly likely that this 

would be the case as not all children engage in all of the types of physical activity (e.g., the participation 

rate in organized sport is not 100%). 

 Another issue with using a compositional analysis approach is that intensity reflects one 

composition, types reflect another, and patterns reflect yet another. Therefore, it is only possible to look at 

one of these compositions at a time using compositional analyses, and therefore it would not be possible 

to compare intensities, types, and patterns of movement behaviours in the same model.  

2.7.3 Partial least squares regression 

 Partial Least Squares (PLS) Regression is another statistical approach that is able to handle highly 

correlated variables, such as movement behaviour variables that are accrued under a limited period of 24 

hours/day. This technique is widely used in fields of biomedical research to unveil important biomarkers 

among hundreds of highly correlated variables and shows great promise in the field of physical activity 

epidemiology, due to is ability to extract relevant data from large collinear data sets (95, 96).  

 PLS regression analysis can be used with many predictor variables. With a large number of 

predictor variables, a model may fit the sample data perfectly but may fail to predict the outcome well, a 

phenomenon called over-fitting (97). However, there may be only a few underlying or latent factors that 

account for most of the variation in the outcome. PLS regression analysis is a data reduction method that 

extracts the latent variables which are then used as predictors in the regression model (98). The intention 

is to form latent variables that capture most of the information in the exposure variables that is useful for 

predicting the outcome variables, while reducing the dimensionality of the regression model by using 

fewer components than the number of exposure variables.  

 To do so, both the exposure and outcome variables are involved in the construction of the latent 

variables. The matrices of the exposure and outcome variables are decomposed into latent structures. The 

latent structure corresponding to the most variation in the outcome is extracted and explained by a latent 

structure of the exposures that explains it the best. The performance of the model is then verified using a 
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new set of observations that was not used to compute the original model, a process known as cross-

validation (99). Through the validation process, the number of latent variables that results in a model with 

the lowest prediction error is selected.  

 Additionally, PLS is able to handle multiple outcomes in the same model, thereby overcoming the 

need for separate statistical significance tests for each outcome variable, which substantially increases the 

risk of Type 1 error (100). This is useful when examining several risk factors.  

 PLS would therefore be useful to use to examine multiple characteristics of movement behaviours 

all in one model, to assess the relative importance of the movement behaviour characteristics (intensity, 

type, patterns) on cardiometabolic risk factors, as well as the relative importance of categories within each 

movement behaviour characteristic.   

2.8 Summary 

 The amount of time that children spend engaged in the different intensities, types, and patterns of 

movement behaviours may have a large influence on their cardiometabolic health.  

 Physical activities of higher intensity appear to be more favourable than lighter intensity physical 

activity. Nonetheless, a longer sleep duration is associated with more favourable indicators of adiposity. It 

is unclear whether different types of physical activities are more favourable for a child’s cardiometabolic 

health, however the type of sedentary behaviour appears to be of importance, with screen time activities 

showing stronger associations with cardiometabolic risk factors than overall sedentary time and other 

non-screen-based sedentary activities. All patterns of physical activity appear to provide similar health 

benefits; However, it is unclear how patterns of sedentary behaviour and sleep affect children’s 

cardiometabolic health.  

 Although there is a considerable amount of research examining the individual characteristics of 

movement behaviours and their influence on children’s cardiometabolic health, to my knowledge no 

studies have examined the all of the characteristics of movement behaviours (intensities, types, patterns) 
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together. This study aimed to understand which intensities, types, and patterns of movement behaviours 

are most strongly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors among children aged 10 to 13 years. 
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Chapter 3 

Manuscript 

3.1 Abstract 

Purpose: The way children move over the entire 24-hour day influences their health. The purpose of this 

study was to determine which intensities, patterns, and types of 24-hour movement behaviours are most 

strongly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors among children. 

Methods: A total of 369 children aged 10-13 years were studied. Participants wore an Actical 

accelerometer, a Garmin Forerunner 220 GPS logger, and completed an activity and sleep log for 7 

consecutive days. Data from these instruments were combined to estimate the average minutes/day spent 

in 14 intensities, 11 types, and 14 patterns of movement while sleeping and engaging in sedentary 

behaviour and physical activity. Body mass index, resting heart rate, and systolic blood pressure values 

were combined to create a cardiometabolic risk factor score. Partial least squares regression analysis was 

used examine associations between the 39 movement behaviour characteristics and the cardiometabolic 

risk factor score. The variable importance in projection (VIP) values were used to determine and rank 

important movement behaviour characteristics. There was evidence of interaction by biological maturity 

and analyses were therefore conducted separately in the 50% least and 50% most mature participants.   

Results: For the least biologically mature participants, 15 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics 

had important VIP value scores; 8 of these reflected movement intensities (particularly moderate and 

vigorous intensities), 6 reflected movement patterns, and 1 reflected a movement type. For the most 

biologically mature participants, 13 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics had important VIP 

value scores, with 5 reflecting intensities (particularly moderate and vigorous intensities), 5 reflecting 

patterns, and 3 reflecting types of movement.  

Conclusion: These findings suggest several different movement behaviour characteristics are associated 

with children’s cardiometabolic health. Time spent in movement intensities within the moderate and 
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vigorous intensity ranges appear to be the most important movement behaviour characteristics for 

cardiometabolic risk factors.   

3.2 Introduction 

Sleep, sedentary behaviour, and physical activity are distinct movement behaviours and time 

spent in these movement behaviours comprises the full 24-hour day (1-3). These movement behaviours 

have important health implications for children. In fact, several intensities, types, and patterns of 

movement behaviours might influence health. 

The intensity of movement is often categorized based on metabolic equivalents (METs) as: sleep 

(1.0 MET), sedentary behaviour (1.1-1.4 METs), light physical activity (1.5-2.9 METs), moderate 

physical activity (3.0-5.9 METs), and vigorous physical activity (≥6.0 METs) (4). Historically, research 

has largely focused on the health benefits of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity, which only accounts 

for ~5% of the 24-hour day in the average child (5). However, recent research has also started to consider 

the movement behaviours that account for large proportions of the day including light physical activity 

(~15% of the 24-hour day), sedentary behaviour (~40% of the 24-hour day) and sleep (~40% of the 24-

hour day) (5). When examined individually, the respective relationships between light physical and 

sedentary behaviour and children’s health are unclear (1, 2), while sleep duration appears to be associated 

with more favourable indicators of adiposity (3), and there is strong, consistent evidence supporting the 

benefits of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (2). Research that has used compositional analysis to 

collectively examine these movement intensities found that relative to the other movement intensities, 

time spent engaged in sedentary behaviour and light physical activity were positively associated with 

obesity measures, while time spent in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and sleep were negatively 

associated with obesity measures (6).  

Research has also considered whether different types of movement behaviours impact health. A 

large body of sedentary behaviour research suggests that TV viewing is detrimental to children’s 

cardiometabolic health and body composition; however, the health effects of other screen-based sedentary 
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behaviours (e.g., video games, computer use) and non-screen sedentary behaviours (e.g., vehicle travel, 

sitting at school, homework) are unclear (1). In regard to different types of physical activity, common 

physical activities that children engage in include organized sport, active transportation, curriculum-based 

physical activity (e.g., physical education), and outdoor active play (7). A recent study examining the 

independent associations of these different types of physical activity with cardiometabolic risk factors 

found that only outdoor active play was associated with body fat and that only organized sport was 

associated with resting heart rate (8).  

The patterns in which movement behaviours occur is another movement behaviour characteristic. 

Although several sleep patterns have been described in the literature, such as sleep quality (e.g., % of time 

in bed spend asleep) (9), sleep chronology (e.g., timing of bedtime) (10), and the day-to-day consistency 

of sleep duration (11) and bedtime (12), it is unclear whether different sleep patterns influence children’s 

cardiometabolic health. Furthermore, it is unclear if sedentary behaviour patterns, such as prolonged bouts 

of sedentary time, are detrimental to health because previous studies have reported conflicting results (13-

15). Conversely, studies have consistently found that physical activity accumulated in bouts (>5 

consecutive minutes engaged in physical activity) and physical activity accumulated in a sporadic or 

intermittent manner are similarly associated with cardiometabolic risk factors (16, 17). 

Although there is a vast literature on the influence of movement behaviours on health among 

children, it is difficult to disentangle the relative importance of different intensities, types, and patterns of 

movement behaviours because these characteristics have traditionally been studied in isolation and not 

collectively. For example, research has examined how physical activity intensity (18) and physical 

activity patterns (16) are associated with cardiometabolic risk factors, but the influence of patterns have 

yet to be compared across the intensity spectrum. Therefore, it is difficult to determine which movement 

behaviour characteristics have the greatest influence on children’s health and which should be targeted in 

interventions aimed at optimizing health. 
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The purpose of this study was to collectively examine the associations between different 

intensities, patterns, and types of movement behaviours with cardiometabolic risk factors among 10 to 

13-year-old children, and to rank the importance of these movement behaviour characteristics based on 

the strength of the observed associations. The development of elevated cardiometabolic risk factors, such 

as high body fat, heart rate, and blood pressure can occur in childhood (19), and often track into 

adolescence (20) and adulthood (21). Risk factors that are present during childhood may also increase the 

probability of developing cardiovascular disease and diabetes later on in life (22), therefore childhood is a 

critical time to study these risk factors.  

3.3 Methods 

3.3.1 Study design and population 

Data are from the Active Play Study, a cross-sectional study conducted in the Physical Activity 

Epidemiology Laboratory at Queen’s University. Data were collected between January 2015 and 

December 2016. A total of 459 children between the ages of 10 and 13 years from Kingston, Ontario 

participated. Non-ambulatory and non-English or French speakers were excluded.   

Participants were recruited through advertisements distributed in schools, community centres, and 

retail outlets (Appendix A), as well as through word of mouth and social media. Recruitment and 

participation in the study was balanced across age, sex, the four seasons, and Kingston’s 12 electoral 

districts to ensure proportional representation across these strata. All participants, as well as a parent or 

guardian, provided written consent prior to participation (Appendix B). Participants were given $40 for 

completing the study. The study was approved by the General Research Ethics Board at Queen’s 

University (Appendix C).  
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3.3.2 Movement behaviour exposure measures 

Measurement devices and instruments.  

Movement behaviour characteristics were assessed over 7 consecutive days using a combination 

of data from an Actical accelerometer (Philips Respironics, Murrysville, Pennsylvania, USA), Garmin 

Forerunner 220 GPS logger (Garmin Ltd., Schaffhausen, Switzerland), an activity log (Appendix D), and 

school calendars and schedules. Prior to the measurement period participants were given verbal and 

written instructions on how to wear the accelerometer and GPS logger and how to complete the log 

(Appendix E). Participants wore the accelerometer on their right hip at all times except when engaged in 

water-based activities or bathing. The devices recorded in 15-second epochs starting at midnight on the 

first measurement day. Participants wore the GPS logger, which was embedded in a wrist watch, during 

waking hours and recorded their geographic location every 2 seconds to 2 minutes depending on the 

satellite signal availability. The device has a usual accuracy for measuring geographic positions of 5-10 

meters (23). Participants were asked to put the GPS logger on soon after waking and to wear it 

continuously until bedtime at which time it was charged overnight. Participants used a log to record the 

times they got out of bed in the morning and went to bed at night, the start and end times and type of 

organized sport activities they participated in, any time they spent completing outdoor work or chores, 

and any times they removed the GPS logger or the accelerometer. With help of a parent, participants 

indicated on a questionnaire the start and end times of their school day and the start and end times of their 

recess periods. School websites were checked to determine school and non-school days. Children who 

participated in day camps during the spring break (mid-March) and summer holiday (July-August) also 

indicated the days and times of these camps. 

Table 3.1 lists all of the movement behaviour characteristics that were measured in this study, and 

the data sources that were used to assess each characteristic. More detail on the measurement approaches 

is provided immediately below the table. 
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Table 3.1 List of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics and the data sources used to measure them  

Movement Behaviour Characteristics Data Sources 

Intensities of Movement Behaviours 

 Sleep  activity log 

 Sedentary 1 (<1.25 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Sedentary 2 (1.25-1.49 METS during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Light 1 (1.5-1.99 METS during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Light 2 (2.0-2.49 METS during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Light 3 (2.5-2.99 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 1 (3.0-3.49 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 2 (3.5-3.99 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 3 (4.0-4.49 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 4 (4.5-4.99 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 5 (5.0-5.49 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Moderate 6 (5.5-5.99 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Vigorous 1 (6.0-6.49 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

 Vigorous 2 (6.5 METs during non-sleep periods) accelerometer 

Types of Sedentary Behaviour  

 Homework child questionnaire 

 Passive travel GPS logger 

 Passive curriculum time accelerometer, school schedules 

 Watching TV, videos, movies child questionnaire 

 Playing sedentary video games child questionnaire 

 Using internet for other purposes (e.g., browsing, Facebook) child questionnaire 

Types of Physical Activity 

 Organized sport activity log 

 Active travel GPS logger 

 Curriculum-based physical activity accelerometer, school schedules 

 Outdoor active play accelerometer, GPS logger, school 

schedules, activity log 

 Work and chores activity log 

Patterns of Sleep 

 Sleep efficiency  accelerometer, activity log 

 Sleep midpoint  activity log 

 Bedtime consistency  activity log 

 Sleep duration consistency  activity log 

Patterns of Sedentary Behaviour 

 Non-bouted sedentary behaviour accelerometer 

 5-9 min sedentary bouts accelerometer 

 10-19 min sedentary bouts accelerometer 

 20-29 min sedentary bouts accelerometer 

 ≥30 min sedentary bouts accelerometer 

Patterns of Physical Activity  

 Bouted moderate-to-vigorous physical activity accelerometer 

 Embedded moderate-to-vigorous physical activity accelerometer 

 Sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical activity accelerometer 

 Bouted light physical activity accelerometer 

 Sporadic light physical activity accelerometer 
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3.3.2.1 Determining time spent in different intensities of movement 

Sleep duration (average minutes/day) was determined as the difference between the bed and wake 

times recorded on the log. The recorded times were manually verified, and corrected as necessary, by 

visually inspecting the recorded log times against the accelerometer data (Appendix F). This 

verification/correction process has a high reliability in our laboratory as 90% of repeated assessments 

were within 10 minutes of each other.  

Time spent in sedentary behaviour and different intensities of physical activity during non-sleep 

periods was determined using accelerometer data. Data were imported into SAS software (SAS Inc., 

Cary, NC) and merged with the wake and bedtimes. All epochs that occurred during periods of sleep were 

flagged and removed. Non-wear time, defined as ≥60 consecutive minutes of zero epoch counts, with an 

allowance of 2 minutes of counts between 0 and 100 (24), was identified and removed as was non-wear 

time recorded on the log. Days with <10 hours of wear time during waking hours were removed, and all 

accelerometer data from participants with <4 valid days (24) was removed. 

Each of the remaining epochs were then categorized into 11 narrow intensity intervals. We chose 

to use these narrow intensity intervals rather than the 3 much wider intensity intervals that are 

traditionally considered (i.e., sedentary behaviour, light physical activity, moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity) because we wanted to ensure that the specific effects of different intensities would not be masked 

by grouping the intensities into larger ranges (e.g., grouping moderate and vigorous activity together). 

Additionally, the comparison of findings across studies regarding movement intensity-specific effects is 

hindered by the variability of cut-points used to define these 3 traditional categories, and this can be 

overcome by analyzing the intensity spectrum as a whole. The cut-points we used to classify the epochs 

into the 11 intensity intervals were determined using an equation developed by Puyau et al. (25), who 

compared accelerometer counts to energy expenditure determined using indirect calorimetry. We used 

this equation to develop 11 categories with a small range corresponding to the following MET values: 

<1.25 (0-4 counts/minute), 1.25-1.49 (5-88 counts/minute), 1.5-1.99 (89-412 counts/minute, 2.0-2.49 
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(413-875 counts/minute), 2.49-2.99 (876-1447 counts/minute), 3.0-3.49 (1448-2111 counts/minute), 3.49-

3.99 (2112-2857 counts/minute), 4.0-4.49 (2858-3677 counts/minute), 4.49-4.99 (3678-4567 

counts/minute), 5.0-5.49 (4568-5521 counts/minute), 5.49-5.99 (5522-6535 counts/minute), 6.0-6.49 

(6536-7608 counts/minute), 6.5 (7609 counts/minute). The average daily total time (minutes/day) spent 

in each intensity was calculated by summing the epochs for that range and averaging across all valid 

measurement days. 

3.3.2.2 Determining time spent in different types of movement 

Types of sedentary behaviour 

The following types of sedentary behaviour were considered: passive curriculum time, passive 

(vehicle) travel, homework, watching programs/videos/movies, playing sedentary video games, and using 

electronic devices for other purposes (e.g., Facebook, browsing the web).  

Curriculum time spent in predominately sedentary subject areas (e.g., math, science, reading) was 

determined by subtracting curriculum-based physical activity time and recess time from the total time at 

school. Passive travel time was determined using the GPS logger data in PALMS software and the vehicle 

trips identified in the software (26). Time spent in the remaining types of sedentary behaviour was 

determined using questionnaire items that children answered on a tablet computer (Appendix G). Time 

spent doing homework was assessed with the following item: “How much time do you usually spend 

doing your homework after each day of school”. Recreational screen time was assessed with the 

following three items: “How many hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend watching TV, 

videos (including YouTube or similar services), DVDs, and other entertainment on a screen”, “How many 

hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend playing games on a computer, games console, tablet 

(like iPad), smartphone or other electronic device (not including moving or fitness games)”, and “How 

many hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend using electronic devices such as computers, 

tablets (like iPad) or smartphones for other purposes (e.g., emailing, tweeting, Facebook, chatting, surfing 

the internet?)”. For the screen time items separate response options were provided for weekdays and the 
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weekend, and a daily average was calculated. The test-retest reliability of these items was determined in a 

sample of 52 participants who completed the questionnaire twice separated by 8-10 days. The intra-class 

correlation between the repeated responses indicated good to excellent agreement with values of 0.89 for 

homework, 0.81 for TV on weekdays, 0.64 for TV on weekends, 0.86 for video games on weekdays, 0.82 

for video games on weekends, 0.84 for internet use on weekdays, and 0.78 for internet use on weekends.  

Types of physical activity 

Time spent in the following types of physical activity were considered: organized sport, active 

transportation, outdoor active play, curriculum-based physical activity at school (e.g., Physical Education 

class, daily physical activity class), and work/chores. The methodological approach used to determine 

average minutes/day in these different types of physical activity is explained in detail elsewhere (8). 

Briefly, the approach uses a combination of data from the accelerometer, GPS logger mapped onto 

geospatial data, activity log, and school schedules, which are merged and processed using several manual 

checks and automated (e.g., algorithms) procedures. Several software packages were used, including 

Actical 3.10 (Philips Respironics, Murrysville, PA, USA), Personal Activity and Location Measurement 

System (PALMS) (University of San Diego, San Diego, California, USA), Google Maps (Google, 

Mountain View, California, USA), ArcMap version 10.4 (Esri, Redlands, California, USA), and SAS 

version 9.4 (SAS Inc., Carry, North Carolina, USA).  

Time spent in organized sport was determined by flagging all the 15-second accelerometer epochs 

that occurred during the times on the activity log where the child recorded they were participating in an 

organized sport. Time spent completing work and chores was also determined from the times on the 

activity log where the child recorded they were completing chores. Time spent in active travel was 

identified using the Personal Activity and Location Measurement System (PALMS) software, which 

merged the data from the accelerometer and GPS logger and used a validated algorithm to identify the 

starting and end point of trips that covered ≥100 m with a speed of ≥1 km/h over ≥3 minutes in duration, 

and then distinguished active trips (e.g., walking, bicycling) from passive trips (e.g., vehicle) based on the 
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speed of the trip (26). Time spent in curriculum-based physical activity was determined using school 

schedules and the accelerometer data. Initially, accelerometer epochs that occurred during school 

curriculum time on school days, but not during a scheduled recess time, were flagged. We then used an 

algorithm to determine which of these flagged epochs occurred during a physical activity session, such as 

during a physical education class or daily physical activity session. This algorithm has a sensitivity of 

78% and a specificity of 92% (8). Finally, to identify outdoor active play we started by identifying all 

epochs where at least one of the following conditions was met: 1) sleep, 2) indoors (based on GIS data 

linked with GPS data), 3) school curriculum (but not recess time) or day camp, 4) active or passive travel, 

6) organized sport, or 7) work/chores. The remaining epochs were then classified as either outdoor active 

play or outdoor sedentary time using an algorithm that has a specificity of 85%, a sensitivity of 85%, and 

a positive predictive value of 99% (8). 

3.3.2.1 Determining time spent in different patterns of movement 

Movement patterns for sleep, sedentary behaviour, and physical activity were determined using 

data from the accelerometer. The first step of this process was to categorize epochs that occurred during 

waking hours into three intensities using established cut-points: sedentary behaviour (<100 accelerometer 

counts/minute), light physical activity (100-1499 counts/minute), and moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity (>1499 counts/minute) (25). The 14 patterns we chose to examine were selected based on what 

has previously been examined in the literature. 

Patterns of sleep 

Sleep efficiency (%) was used as a measure of sleep quality and was calculated as the ratio of 

total sleep time to time in bed (27, 28). Time in bed (hours/day) was calculated using the bed and wake 

times recorded on the log. To determine the time spent sleeping, each of the 15-second epochs was 

defined as either ‘sleeping’ or ‘awake’ based on a sleep likelihood score, which is determined from a 

weighted rolling average count value for the epoch in question and the 8 epochs that proceed and follow it 

(29). The ‘sleeping’ epochs were summed to determine the total sleep time. 
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Sleep chronology was determined using sleep midpoint, which was calculated as the midpoint 

between the average bed and wake times (30). Two measures of sleep consistency were determined, sleep 

duration consistency and bedtime consistency. Sleep duration consistency was calculated as the average 

difference in sleep duration each night from the mean sleep duration over the 7 nights. Bedtime 

consistency was calculated as the average difference in bedtime each night from the mean bedtime over 

the 7 nights. 

Patterns of sedentary behaviour  

Sedentary bouts lasting at least 5, 10, 20, and 30 minutes were identified, along with non-bouted 

sedentary behaviour (i.e., sedentary behaviour that does not meet the criteria for a 5-minute bout and was 

accumulated more sporadically). A sedentary bout was defined as a period of consecutive minutes below 

100 accelerometer counts/minute, with no tolerance for epochs exceeding the sedentary threshold within a 

bout (31). Time spent in the four lengths of sedentary bouts were calculated as sedentary time 

(minutes/day) accumulated in bouts lasting 5-9 minutes, 10-19 minutes, 20-29 minutes, or ≥30 minutes. 

All sedentary behaviour that was not classified within these bout lengths was summed to determine the 

time spent in non-bouted sedentary behaviour.  

Patterns of physical activity 

Bouts of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and then bouts of light physical activity were 

identified in the non-sleep accelerometer data as periods of ≥10 consecutive minutes where the 

accelerometer counts exceed the threshold for moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and light physical 

activity, respectively, with an allowance of 20% of the counts (e.g., 2 minutes for a 10-minute bout) being 

below the threshold (32, 33). Next, “embedded” moderate-to-vigorous physical activity was identified as 

moderate-to-vigorous intensity activity within bouts of light physical activity (34). After the bouted and 

embedded physical activity patterns were identified, within the remaining accelerometer data sporadic 

light physical activity and sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical activity were identified as time spent 

above the respective movement intensity cut-points.     
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3.3.3 Cardiometabolic risk factors 

Non-invasive cardiometabolic risk factors were measured, including the body mass index (BMI), 

systolic blood pressure, and resting heart rate. Height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a portable 

stadiometer (SECA model 213, SECA GmbH & Co., Hamberg, Germany) and weight was measured to 

the nearest 0.1 kg using an electronic scale (Tanita BF-689, Tanita Inc. Tokyo, Japan). BMI was 

calculated as weight in kg divided by height in m2. The BPTrue BPM-200 automated blood pressure 

monitor (Bayside Medical Supplies, Hawkestone, Ontario, Canada) was used to measure systolic blood 

pressure and resting heart rate. Six readings were obtained after a 5-minute rest, and the average of the 

last 5 readings was used. Internalized age and sex-specific z-scores were determined for each of the three 

risk factors. A composite cardiometabolic risk factor score was then calculated as the mean of the three z-

scores. 

3.3.4 Confounding variables 

Several potential confounding variables associated with both movement behaviour characteristics 

and the cardiometabolic risk factors were considered. This data was collected using questionnaires 

completed by the child participants (Appendix G) and their parent (Appendix H) and included age (35), 

biological sex (35, 36), race (white or other, including mixed race) (36), annual family income ($CDN 

50,000, 50,001-100,000, or 100,001) (37), the frequency of fast food consumption (rarely, 2-3 

times/month, 1 times/week) (38), the frequency of snacking while engaging in screen based activities 

(continuous) (39), and season of data collection (40). We also estimated biological maturity based on 

difference from peak height velocity (41).  

3.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Statistical analyses were conducted using XLSTAT (Addinsoft, New York, USA). Conventional 

descriptive statistics were used to describe the sample. Chi-square tests were used to compare the 

demographic statistics between the least 50% and most 50% biologically mature participants, and 
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Independent Samples t-tests were used to compare the cardiometabolic risk factors between these two 

groups.  

Partial least squares (PLS) regression (42) was used to examine the relationships between 

movement behaviour characteristics and the cardiometabolic risk factor score. PLS was used because it is 

designed to be used with multiple predictor variables that are highly correlated, and therefore an 

appropriate choice given the number and dependency of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics. All 

of the variables were centred and standardized to unit variance prior to PLS. PLS transforms predictors 

into a set of k (k < n) uncorrelated predictors using principal components analysis, and decomposes the 

exposure variables into orthogonal linear component, while simultaneously maximizing the covariance 

with the outcome variable (43). Cross validation was used for optimizing the predictive performance of 

the model using jackknifing (44). The predictive performance was then used as a criterion to determine 

the number of factors to extract. The Variable of Importance in the Projection Statistic (VIP) was 

calculated, and then used to determine the relative contribution of predictors within the components. 

Because there is no statistical test that can be used to directly compare the VIP scores for different 

variables, our assessments were based on which movement behaviour variables had VIP scores ≥1, as 

these scores are considered important in the projection (45), and a simple ranking of variables based on 

their VIP scores.  

Preliminary analyses revealed that the patterns of the VIP estimates were similar in boys and girls 

but differed based on biological maturation. Therefore, PLS analyses were stratified into the least and 

most biological mature groups; group assignment was based on the 50th percentile of peak height velocity 

in the study sample.  

3.4 Results 

A total of 369 participants had complete data for all of the study variables and were included in 

the final analysis. Eighty-nine participants were excluded from the original sample of 458 due to 

insufficient accelerometer and/or GPS data to measure some of the movement behaviour characteristics. 
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There were no significant differences in the proportion of participants of each age, sex, family income, 

race, and season between the excluded participants and the final sample, or any significant differences in 

body mass index, systolic blood pressure, or resting heart rate.  

Descriptive characteristics of the 369 participants included in the final analyses are presented in 

Table 3.2. By design, approximately half were boys and participants were evenly distributed across ages 

10 to 13. The majority were of white race and had a family income above $50,000 per year. The most 

biologically mature participants were older than the least mature participants, and a greater proportion 

were girls. 

Table 3.2 Descriptive characteristics of participants  

Variable 
Total 

n = 369 

Least Mature 

n = 184 

Most Mature 

n = 185 

p value for 

maturation 

comparison 

Age (years)     <0.001 

 10 89 (24%) 80 (43%) 9 (5%)  

 11 92 (25%) 57 (31%) 35 (19%)  

 12 100 (27%) 37 (20%) 63 (34%)  

 13 88 (24%) 10 (5%) 78 (42%)  

Sex     <0.001 

 Boys 186 (50%) 143 (78%) 43 (23%)  

 Girls 183 (50%) 41 (22%) 142 (77%)  

Race     0.07 

 White 321 (87%) 166 (90%) 155 (84%)  

 Non-white 48 (13%) 18 (10%) 30 (16%)  

Family Income ($ CDN per year)     0.50 

 ≤50,000 50 (14%) 25 (14%) 25 (13%)  

 50,001-100,000 105 (28%) 46 (25%) 59 (32%)  

 >100,000 170 (46%) 89 (48%) 81 (44%)  

 Prefer not to say 44 (12%) 24 (13%) 20 (11%)  

Cardiometabolic Risk Factors     

 Body mass index (kg/m2) 19.1 (3.4) 17.8 (2.8) 20.4 (3.5) <0.001 

 Systolic blood pressure 

(mmHg)  

96.1 (8.0) 93.7 (7.1) 98.6 (8.1) <0.001 

 Resting heart rate (bmp)  80.3 (11.2) 80.1 (10.4) 80.5 (11.9) 0.74 

 Cardiometabolic risk factor 

z-score  

0.00 (0.7) -0.12 (0.6) 0.12 (0.8) 0.002 

Note: categorical variables presented as N (% of total) and continuous variables presented as mean 

(SD). 
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Table 3.3 provides descriptive information on the movement behaviour characteristics. Since 

many of these variables had a skewed distribution, they are presented as medians and interquartile ranges. 

There were significant differences between the least and most mature groups for all 14 of the movement 

behaviour intensities, 3 of the 11 movement behaviour types, and 9 of the 14 movement behaviour 

patterns.  
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Table 3.3 Descriptive data on the movement behaviour characteristics  

Movement Behaviour Characteristic 
Total 

n = 369 

Least Mature 

n = 184 

Most Mature 

n = 185 

p value for 

maturation 

comparison 

Intensities of Movement Behaviours 

 Sleep (min/day) 568 (541, 594) 580 (549, 603) 556 (535, 585) <0.001 

 Sedentary behaviour (min/day) 572 (533, 611) 552 (516, 596) 589 (552, 627) <0.001 

 Light physical activity (min/day) 159 (141, 182) 164 (147, 186) 154 (133, 176) <0.001 

 Moderate physical activity (min/day) 48 (38, 62) 54 (42, 70) 45 (36, 56) <0.001 

 Vigorous physical activity (min/day) 3 (1, 6) 4 (2, 7) 2 (1, 4) <0.001 

Types of Sedentary Behaviour 

 Homework (min/day) 21 (0, 43) 11 (0 ,21) 21 (11, 43) <0.001 

 Passive travel (min/day) 39 (22, 60) 39 (22, 62) 39 (22, 59) 0.1 

 Passive curriculum time (min/day) 198 (168, 223) 198 (170, 222) 197 (166, 223) 0.84 

 Watching TV, videos, movies (min/day) 94 (39, 154) 77 (39, 154) 94 (56, 171) 0.19 

 Playing sedentary video games 

(min/day) 

60 (34, 129) 58 (32, 116) 60 (34, 137) 0.45 

 Using internet for other purposes (e.g., 

browsing, Facebook) (min/day) 

39 (30, 103) 39 (17, 94) 60 (30, 120) 0.007 

Types of Physical Activity 

 Organized sport (min/day) 17 (0, 41) 15 (0, 34) 20 (0, 45) 0.16 

 Active travel (min/day) 9 (3, 17) 8 (3, 17) 10 (4, 18) 0.37 

 Curriculum-based physical activity 

(min/day) 18 (8, 31) 
18 (9, 33) 19 (6, 28) 0.27 

 Outdoor active play (min/day) 31 (16, 53) 43 (23, 63) 22 (13, 38) <0.001 

 Work and chores (min/day) 0 (0, 3) 0 (0, 3) 0 (0, 2) 0.78 

Patterns of Sleep 

 Sleep efficiency (%) 90 (85, 93) 90 (86, 93) 89 (85, 93) 0.06 

 
Sleep midpoint (hr:min) 

02:46 (02:24, 

03:13) 

02:33 (02:16, 

03:00) 

03:00 (02:35, 

03:29) 
<0.001 

 Bedtime consistency (min/day) 31 (22, 43) 28 (21, 39) 35 (23, 45) 0.007 

 Sleep duration consistency (min/day) 35 (25, 48) 34 (24, 45) 37 (28, 51) 0.01 

Patterns of Sedentary Behaviour 

 Non-bouted sedentary behaviour 

(min/day) 
202 (179, 225) 202 (180, 224) 203 (176, 226) 0.76 

 5-9 min sedentary bouts (min/day) 106 (95, 121) 105 (95, 120) 107 (96, 122) 0.30 

 10-19 min sedentary bouts (min/day) 127 (111, 144) 123 (106, 140) 129 (116, 151) 0.003 

 20-29 min sedentary bouts (min/day) 63 (48, 80) 56 (45, 78) 66 (52, 82) 0.001 

 ≥30 min sedentary bouts (min/day) 60 (40, 91) 52 (33, 76) 72 (46, 105) <0.001 

Patterns of Physical Activity 

 Bouted moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity (min/day) 
9 (3, 18) 12 (4, 23) 8 (3, 14) <0.001 

 Embedded moderate-to-vigorous 

physical activity (min/day) 
25 (17, 35) 30 (20, 38) 23 (15, 30) <0.001 

 Sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity (min/day) 
15 (12, 19) 15 (12, 18) 16 (13, 20) 0.14 

 Bouted light physical activity (min/day) 53 (37, 72) 61 (44, 76) 45 (31, 62) <0.001 

 Sporadic light physical activity 

(min/day) 
106 (94, 118) 105 (93, 118) 106 (94, 119) 0.38 

Note: data presented as median (25th percentile, 75th percentile) 
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Initially, PLS analyses were conducted using the 39 movement behaviour characteristics but 

excluding the 7 covariates. This analysis revealed that there was a single major component in both 

maturational groups. This component explained 6% of the variance in the cardiometabolic risk factor 

score among the least mature group and 12% among the most mature group. The VIP scores for the 

movement behaviour characteristics with important VIP values (i.e., values ≥1) are shown in Figure 3.1 

(least mature) and Figure 3.2 (most mature). The + and – signs in the figures indicate the direction of the 

associations. The error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals, which demonstrate variance but 

cannot be used to infer statistical significance across variables. The VIP scores for all 39 movement 

behaviour characteristics are provided in Table 3.4; the variables with important VIP values are 

highlighted in bold. 

For the least mature group, 15 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics had important VIP 

scores (Figure 3.1). Of these 15 characteristics, 8 reflected intensities of movement, 6 reflected patterns of 

movement, and 1 reflected a type of movement. 6 of the 8 important intensities of movement, including 

the 2 with the highest rankings, reflected intensities in the moderate or vigorous intensity range. Of the 6 

important patterns of movement, 2 reflected patterns of sleep, 2 reflected patterns of sedentary behaviour 

and 2 reflected patterns of physical activity. The important type of movement reflected curriculum-based 

physical activity. 

For the most mature group, 13 of the 39 movement behaviour characteristics had important VIP 

scores (Figure 3.2). Of these 13 characteristics, 5 reflected intensities of movement, 5 reflected patterns of 

movement, and 3 reflected types of movement. Four of the 5 important intensities reflected intensities in 

the moderate or vigorous intensity range. Of the 5 important patterns of movement, 1 reflected a pattern 

of sleep, 1 reflected a pattern of sedentary behaviour, and 3 reflected patterns of physical activity. Of the 

3 important types of movement, 2 reflected types of sedentary behaviour (passive travel, watching 

TV/videos/movies) and the third reflected a type of physical activity (organized sport).  
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Figure 3.1 Fifteen movement behaviour characteristics with important variables of importance in 

projection (VIP) values for the least mature participants. These 15 characteristics are presented from left 

to right in order of importance based on a ranking of the VIP values. The + and – signs indicate the 

direction of the association, and the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals to demonstrate 

variance but do not indicate statistical significance. Note: MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity, PA = physical activity.  
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Figure 3.2 Thirteen movement behaviour characteristics with important variables of importance in 

projection (VIP) values for the most mature participants. These 13 characteristics are presented from left 

to right in order of importance based on a ranking of the VIP values. The + and – signs indicate the 

direction of the association, and the error bars represent the 95% confidence intervals to demonstrate 

variance but do not indicate statistical significance. Note: MVPA = moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity, PA = physical activity.  

 

Additional PLS analyses indicated that inclusion of the 7 covariates in addition to the 39 

movement behaviour characteristics did not change which of the movement behaviour characteristics had 

important VIP values and the ranking of the VIP values for the movement behaviour characteristic. 

Furthermore, we conducted additional VIP analyses after sub-classifying organized sport (into team 

sports, endurance sports, artistic sports, combative sports, training programs, and other activities), active 

travel (into walking and biking), and outdoor active play (into play accumulated during school recess and 

non-recess play). These analyses indicated similar VIP patterns for the different sub-classifications of 

these different types of physical activity.  
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Table 3.4 Variables of importance in projection (VIP) for the least mature and most mature participants 

for all 39 intensities, types, and patterns of movement 

Movement Behaviour Characteristic 

Least Mature Participants Most Mature Participants 

VIP Score  

(95% CI) 

Direction 

of 

Association 

VIP Score  

(95% CI) 

Direction 

of 

Association 

Intensities of Movement Behaviours 

 Sleep 1.31 (-0.30, 2.91) − 0.41 (-0.49, 1.31) − 

 Sedentary 1 (1.1-1.24 METs) 1.22 (0.23, 2.21) + 1.16 (0.44, 1.88) + 

 Sedentary 2 (1.25-1.49 METS) 0.89 (-0.66, 2.44) − 0.81 (-0.04, 1.65) − 

 Light 1 (1.5-1.99 METS) 0.21 (-0.90, 1.31) − 0.87 (-0.22, 1.97) − 

 Light 2 (2.0-2.49 METS) 0.49 (-1.26, 2.24)  + 0.43 (-0.95, 1.81) − 

 Light 3 (2.5-2.99 METs) 0.10 (-1.14, 1.33) + 0.95 (-0.10, 2.00) − 

 Moderate 1 (3.0-3.49 METs) 0.85 (-0.56, 2.25) − 1.20 (0.49, 1.92) − 

 Moderate 2 (3.5-3.99 METs) 1.04 (-0.26, 2.33) − 0.92 (-0.06, 1.90) − 

 Moderate 3 (4.0-4.49 METs) 0.90 (-0.53, 2.33) − 0.76 (-0.14, 1.66) − 

 Moderate 4 (4.5-4.99 METs) 1.73 (0.87, 2.60) − 0.97 (0.16, 1.79) − 

 Moderate 5 (5.0-5.49 METs) 1.97 (1.35, 2.58) − 1.40 (0.83, 1.96) − 

 Moderate 6 (5.5-5.99 METs) 1.86 (1.45, 2.27) − 1.78 (1.10, 2.46) − 

 Vigorous 1 (6.0-6.49 METs) 1.41 (0.70, 2.12) − 1.39 (0.88, 1.90) − 

 Vigorous 2 (6.5 METs) 1.39 (0.08, 2.70) − 0.81 (0.13, 1.48) − 

Types of Sedentary Behaviour 

 Homework 0.08 (-1.32, 1.48) − 0.02 (-0.42, 0.46) − 

 Passive travel 0.66 (-1.37, 2.69) − 1.77(1.34, 2.21) − 

 Passive curriculum time 0.36 (-1.11, 1.83) − 0.16 (-0.65, 0.98) − 

 Watching TV, videos, movies 0.14 (-1.24, 1.51) + 1.65 (-0.18, 3.47) + 

 Playing sedentary video games 0.99 (-1.18, 3.17) + 0.80 (-0.92, 2.52) + 

 Using internet for other purposes (e.g., browsing, 

Facebook) 

0.46 (-2.70, 3.61) − 0.95 (-0.50, 2.39) + 

Types of Physical Activity 

 Organized sports 0.83 (-0.05, 1.71) − 1.51 (0.22, 2.81) − 

 Active travel 0.02 (-0.98, 1.02) + 0.03 (-0.65, 0.71) + 

 Curriculum-based physical activity 1.08 (-0.09, 2.25) − 0.03 (-0.56, 0.62) + 

 Outdoor active play 0.01 (-1.19, 1.22) + 0.82 (-0.13, 1.77) − 

 Work and chores 0.61 (-0.50, 1.71) + 0.42 (-0.69, 1.52) + 

Patterns of Sleep 

 Sleep efficiency  1.14 (-0.30, 2.58) − 0.79 (0.05, 1.53) − 

 Sleep midpoint  1.53 (-0.77, 3.84) + 1.55 (0.50, 2.59) + 

 Bedtime consistency  0.13 (-0.98, 1.25) + 0.34 (-0.51, 1.19) + 

 Sleep duration consistency  0.34 (-1.56, 2.24) − 0.59 (-0.55, 1.72) + 

Patterns of Sedentary Behaviour 

 Non-bouted sedentary behaviour 0.47 (-0.97, 1.92) − 0.72 (-0.65, 2.10) − 

 5-9 min sedentary bouts 1.64 (-0.06, 3.35) + 0.41 (-0.83, 1.65) + 

 10-19 min sedentary bouts 1.24 (-0.08, 2.56) + 1.31 (0.25, 2.38) + 

 20-29 min sedentary bouts 0.08 (-0.71, 0.87) + 0.72 (-0.61, 2.05) + 

 ≥30 min sedentary bouts 0.51 (-0.74, 1.76) + 0.56 (-0.45, 1.56) + 

Patterns of Physical Activity 

 Bouted moderate-to-vigorous physical activity 0.73 (-0.42, 1.88) − 0.27 (-0.62, 1.16) − 

 Embedded moderate-to-vigorous physical activity 1.17 (-0.53, 2.87) − 1.17 (0.70, 1.65) − 

 Sporadic moderate-to-vigorous physical activity 1.81 (-0.51, 4.13) − 1.78 (0.92, 2.64) − 

 Bouted light physical activity 0.22 (-0.60, 1.03) − 1.24 (0.64, 1.84) − 

 Sporadic light physical activity 0.33 (-0.96, 1.62) + 0.11 (-1.08, 1.31) + 
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3.5 Discussion 

 This study collectively examined the associations between various intensities, patterns, and types 

of movement behaviours with cardiometabolic risk factors among children. One of the key findings was 

that several movement behaviour characteristics were important correlates of the cardiometabolic risk 

score. Collectively, characteristics that reflect intensities of movement had higher rankings, especially 

within the least mature group. The majority of the intensity characteristics with important rankings 

reflected intensities in the moderate or vigorous intensity range. 

We are unaware of prior studies that collectively examined how so many different intensities, 

types, and patterns of movement relate to cardiometabolic risk factors or other health indicators in 

children. Thus, our study provides novel findings that cannot be directly compared to the literature. 

Furthermore, the discussion of how our findings relate to the existing literature is therefore limited to the 

findings of studies that have considered the importance of individual movement behaviour characteristics.   

In our study, the relationship between the intensity of movement and the cardiometabolic risk 

factor score followed a J-shaped pattern, where intensities at the lowest (i.e., sleep and lowest intensity of 

sedentary behaviour) and highest (i.e., intensities in the moderate and vigorous intensity ranges) ends of 

the intensity spectrum were important correlates while intensities in the middle of the spectrum (i.e., 

higher intensities of sedentary behaviour and light physical activity) were not. This is consistent with 

previous literature reviews that have reported that moderate-to-vigorous physical activity and sleep 

duration are negatively associated with cardiometabolic risk (2, 3), while sedentary behaviour (1) and 

light physical activity (2) have very weak or null associations with cardiometabolic risk. 

 Only four of the 28 movement behaviour characteristics that were important correlates of the 

cardiometabolic risk score across the two maturation groups reflected specific types of movement, and 

one of these four correlations (i.e., passive travel in most mature group) was in the opposite direction to 

what was expected. Because the statistical models simultaneously included the intensities, patterns, and 

types of movement, it is likely that the health benefits of the specific types of movement were due to the 
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intensity and patterns of movement. For example, the health benefits of outdoor active play were likely 

due to the intensity and patterns of movement that were accumulated while participating in outdoor active 

play, and these health benefits would not be any different than the health benefits of accumulating similar 

intensities and patterns of movement through active travel, organized sport, or curriculum-based physical 

activity. 

 The sedentary behaviour and physical activity movement patterns that were important correlates 

of the cardiometabolic risk score, such as shorter bouts of sedentary behaviour and sporadic moderate-to-

vigorous physical activity, were also the patterns with the highest median values. For instance, among the 

least mature group, the 5-9 minute and 10-19 minute bouts of sedentary behaviour, both of which had 

important VIP values, had median values in excess of 100 minutes/day. Conversely, the 20-29 minute and 

≥30 minute bouts of sedentary behaviour, neither of which had important VIP values, had median values 

that were ~55 minutes/day. It is possible that most of the children in our study did not spend enough time 

in many of the sedentary behaviour and physical activity movement behaviour patterns for them to have a 

meaningful influence on the cardiometabolic risk factors. The pattern of sleep that ranked as important 

was the sleep midpoint, which is concordant with other research that has found that later bedtimes are 

associated with an unfavourable weight status profile, independent of sleep duration (46). This could 

reflect that metabolism is more influenced by the timing of sleep (in relation to one’s natural point in their 

circadian rhythm) than the duration of sleep (47).  

 The variables that were found to be important correlates of the cardiometabolic risk score were 

similar for both the least and most biologically mature groups. The largest difference between  the two 

groups was the increased number of types of activity (particularly types of sedentary behaviour) that were 

important to the most mature group compared to the least mature group. Time spent engaged in sedentary 

behaviour has been found to increase with increasing maturity (48) therefore it is possible that as children 

spend more time engaged in sedentary behaviour as they mature, the more relevant the type of activity 

becomes. 
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 Some of the findings from this research have important public health implications. Collectively, 

movements at the highest end of the intensity spectrum (i.e., in the moderate and vigorous intensity 

ranges) had the highest rankings in relation to cardiometabolic risk, therefore promoting time spent in 

moderate-to-vigorous physical activity should be a priority irrespective of the type of physical activity or 

movement pattern used to accumulate that moderate-to-vigorous physical activity. In fact, previous 

interventions that have targeted increasing moderate-to-vigorous physical activity in children have been 

successful in reducing cardiometabolic risk factors (49, 50). Research has shown that physical activity is 

2.2 to 3.3 times higher when children are outdoors compared to indoors (51), therefore encouraging 

children to be physically active outdoors may be a promising strategy to increase the amount of time 

children spend engaged in moderate-to-vigorous physical activity each day, given there are several 

opportunities for children to engage in outdoor active play throughout the day (i.e., during recess, after 

school and after dinner), as well as accumulate moderate-to-vigorous physical activity outdoors while 

participating in organized sport (i.e., outdoor sports), active travel, and curriculum-based physical activity 

if physical education class or daily physical activity sessions can be held outdoors.   

There are a few notable limitations to this research. First, the cross-sectional design does not 

allow for the establishment of causality. The age range examined in this study was narrow, including only 

children between the ages of 10 to 13 years, and the results may not be generalizable to children outside 

of this age group. Finally, this research focused solely on cardiometabolic health. Future studies should 

use similar analytic techniques to examine other important health indicators, such as mental and social 

health.  

3.6 Conclusion 

This study aimed to understand the relative importance of different intensities, patterns, and types 

of movement behaviours in relation to cardiometabolic risk factors in children. Many different movement 

behaviour characteristics were important correlates of children’s cardiometabolic health. Collectively, 

variables that reflect intensities of movement ranked higher than variables that reflect types and patterns 
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of movement, and the majority of the variables that reflect intensities of movement that ranked as 

important reflect intensities in the moderate or vigorous intensity range. Future research should employ 

similar multivariate analytic approaches in longitudinal studies to confirm these findings.  
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Chapter 4 

General Discussion 

4.1 Summary of key findings 

The objectives of this research were to collectively examine the associations between different 

intensities, patterns, and types of movement behaviours with cardiometabolic risk factors among children, 

and to rank the importance of these movement characteristics based on the strength of the observed 

associations.  

A total of 369 children between the ages of 10 and 13 from Kingston, Ontario participated in this 

cross-sectional study. Participants’ habitual movement behaviours were assessed over 7 days using 

validated measurement tools and protocols. Cardiometabolic risk factors examined included the body 

mass index, resting heart rate, and systolic blood pressure. Partial least squares regression analysis was 

used to examine the associations between the 39 movement behaviour characteristics and the 

cardiometabolic risk factor score, and the importance of the movement behaviour characteristics were 

ranked using the variable importance in projection values.  

A key finding was that many characteristics across the different movement behaviours were 

important for cardiometabolic health in children. Variables that reflect intensities of movement, and 

particularly higher intensities of movement, were more consistently strongly associated with 

cardiometabolic risk factors than were variables that reflect types or patterns of movement.  

4.2 Overall strength of the thesis 

There are several notable methodological strengths to this thesis research. Firstly, all of the 

exposure variables were meticulously measured, limiting the potential for misclassification. Only the data 

for a few of the types of movement behaviours (e.g., a few types of sedentary behaviour as well as 

organized sport and work/chores) relied on self-reported methods, and the rest of the movement 

behaviour variables were objectively measured using a combination of data from the accelerometer and 
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GPS logger. There were also rigorous data checks and manual cleaning performed on the data to reduce 

the misclassification of variables (e.g., self-reported bed and wake times were verified with the 

accelerometer data, false trips were removed, etc.). Many studies that have examined similar types of 

movement behaviours have relied solely on self-report data. For example, studies investigating outdoor 

play have used parent-reported measures such as outdoor time as a proxy for outdoor active play (1-3), or 

only examined certain aspects of a type of activity. For example, studies examining active transportation 

typically focus on active travel to school (4) but neglect to investigate travel to other important 

destinations. Such shortcomings in the measures could have led to under- or overestimations of 

movement behaviour variables and therefore bias the results. By using objective measures where possible 

and performing rigorous data checks, the misclassification of the exposure variables was minimized.  

 Additionally, self-reported methods were only used in instances where objective measures were 

not possible and where the self-reported instruments could be completed quickly and reliably by children 

as young as 10 (5). As organized sport sessions tend to start and end at prescheduled times that are 

consistent week-to-week, it is likely that the children reported their organized sport participation in a valid 

manner, confirmed by the excellent test-retest reliability, with intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.95 

(6). The test-retest reliability of the screen time behaviours and homework questionnaire items were also 

good, with intraclass correlation coefficients ranging from 0.64 to 0.89.  

The diversity of the sample is another noteworthy strength. The recruitment of participants for the 

sample examined in this research was balanced across sex, age, season, and Kingston’s 12 electoral 

districts in order to ensure a proportional representation across these strata, in addition to diversity in 

demographic characteristics. The percentage of children meeting the recommendations from the Canadian 

24-hour Movement Guidelines were very similar in our study compared to the Canadian average for 

meeting the recommended daily amount of moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (36% in our sample vs. 

36% in the national sample), screen time (24% in our sample vs. 28% in the national sample), and sleep 

(75% in our sample vs. 75% in the national sample) (7). The similarities in the movement behaviours of 
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the study sample and the national sample suggests that the results of the study could be applied to 

children of similar ages outside of the study sample.  

 Lastly, this research used a novel statistical approach to examine the movement characteristics 

and their associations with cardiometabolic risk factors. Most studies examining characteristics of 

movement have used common regression techniques that are unable to handle a large number of multi-

collinear predictor variables. Given the dependency among the movement behaviour variables, the 

statistical approach used in this research is more appropriate as it can handle large collinear datasets. 

Additionally, as there was no need to limit the number of variables, the whole intensity spectrum was 

examined by using narrower intensity cut-points than those traditionally used to ensure the specific effects 

of intensities across the full spectrum were considered. That is, we included 14 intensity categories and 

not just the 3 or 4 that are traditionally included in movement behaviour studies. 

4.3 Overall limitations 

There are a few limitations to the research that warrant discussion. Firstly, despite efforts to 

minimize it, there may have been a selection bias. This type of bias occurs when there are systematic 

differences between those who participated in the study and those who did not participate (8). Although 

significant efforts were made to recruit a sample somewhat representative of Kingston, participation in 

the study was voluntary, and it is possible that the advertisement of the study attracted a more physically 

active sample than the target population as the study was advertised as a study about physical activity. 

Additionally, children who are overweight/obese may also have been less inclined to volunteer for a study 

where they knew their body weight would be measured. However, as discussed, the physical activity 

levels of the children in our sample were very similar to the national average, as was the percentage of 

children whose body mass index classifies as obese (9% in our sample vs. 12% in the national sample 

(9)). Participants were also compensated $40 for completing the study in an effort to reduce the selection 

bias. Furthermore, the purpose of this research was to assess the relationship between the movement 

behaviour characteristics and cardiometabolic risk factors, therefore selection bias would only be of 
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concern if the relationship between the movement behaviour characteristics and the cardiometabolic risk 

factors differed systematically based on study selection, which is unlikely to be the case. 

 It is also possible there was information bias present in the study. Information bias refers to any 

intentional or unintentional systematic error made in the measurement of a relevant exposure, outcome or 

covariate (8). As previously mentioned, most of the exposure and outcome variables were meticulously 

and objectively measured using the best available techniques for field-based assessments. However, some 

of the movement behaviour exposure variables had to be measured using subjective methods, including 

the types of sedentary behaviour, which may have introduced social desirability bias. Social desirability 

bias occurs when participants intentionally or unintentionally over report characteristics that are seen as 

“good” and under-report those that are seen as “bad”. For example, children were asked to self-report the 

amount of time they engaged in certain screen time activities, and it is possible that children recorded they 

engaged in less screen time than they actually did in order to appease the researchers. This would lead to 

an underestimate of children’s screen time behaviours. The self-reporting of screen-based activities is 

further complicated by the fact that children likely multitask (i.e., use multiple screens simultaneously), 

which may hamper accurate estimates of time spent engaged in screen time activities (10), as the 

questions from the questionnaire did not account for multitasking. It is unlikely that the reporting of 

screen-based activities differed based on cardiometabolic risk score, therefore the misclassification is 

likely non-differential and would have reduced the associations between the screen time activities and the 

cardiometabolic risk score towards the null.  

 Additionally, although accelerometers are considered the “gold standard” tool for measuring 

movement intensity in natural settings, they are unable to distinguish between some sedentary behaviour 

and light physical activity postures (11), and therefore some misclassification may have resulted between 

sedentary behaviour and light physical activity. This non-differential misclassification would have 

reduced the effect estimates for these two intensities and reduce any associations towards the null. In 

attempts to limit this misclassification and distinguish between sedentary behaviour and light physical 
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activity, more narrow intensity ranges were used. It should also be noted that waist-worn accelerometry is 

not the “gold standard” for assessing sleep characteristics. However, the need for sleep to be assessed in 

the participants’ free-living conditions as well as the accurate prediction of sleep characteristics from 

waist-worn accelerometers (12) resulted in the decision to use accelerometry instead of 

polysomnography, which can only be used in highly controlled environments (e.g., a sleep laboratory) 

and would likely impact normal sleep behaviours.   

Lastly, definitive causal evidence was not provided. Hill’s criteria of causation is a commonly 

used method to assess causation in epidemiological research (13). Hill’s criteria for causation includes 5 

principles, including temporality, which refers to the necessity that the cause preceded the effect in time 

(13). Due to the cross-sectional design employed in this study, temporality could not be ascertained. 

However, the research did meet several other criteria for causality, including plausibility and consistency. 

Plausibility refers to the scientific plausibility between an exposure and an outcome (13). The proposed 

relationship between children’s movement and cardiometabolic risk factors is reasonable: children who 

spend more time engaged in movements at high intensities expend more energy, and thus are less likely to 

experience an imbalance between energy intake and energy expenditure, leading to excess body fat 

accumulation. Higher intensities of movement also provide more stress to the cardiovascular system, 

resulting in more adaptations. There is also evidence to support consistency, which refers to the repeated 

observation of an association in different populations and under different circumstances (13). As 

discussed in the literature review, previous research has found similar associations between the movement 

characteristic and cardiometabolic risk factors. Additionally, there was consistency of results across 

subgroups within our own sample, with similar patterns of results observed between maturation groups, 

ages, and sexes.  

4.4 Future research directions 

This research contributes to the growing body of literature examining the relationship between 

characteristics of children’s movement behaviours and cardiometabolic risk factors. To our knowledge, 
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this is the first study to examine several characteristics of movement and the associations with children’s 

health in the same analysis. Future research should use a similar analytic approach applied to larger data 

sets to confirm the findings. Additionally, to gain a more causal appreciation for the observed 

relationships, the analytic technique should also be applied to longitudinal movement behaviour data from 

cohort and intervention studies. Finally, this research focused on physical health outcomes. Using similar 

analytic techniques to examine the relationship between the movement characteristics and other important 

health indicators, including indicators of mental and social health, is also important.  

4.5 Public health relevance 

 The findings of this research have important implications for public health practice. Namely, the 

findings suggest that accumulating time spent in higher intensities of movement is most important for 

children’s cardiometabolic health. Therefore, movement behaviour interventions seeking to reduce 

cardiometabolic risk factors in children should focus on increasing moderate-to-vigorous physical 

activity, and specifically increasing physical activity within the higher end of the moderate intensity range 

and within the vigorous intensity range. Research has shown that the intensity of curriculum-based 

physical activity and organized sport is typically low (14, 15), highlighting the opportunity to increase the 

quality rather than the quantity of these sessions to increase the amount of time children spend engaged in 

higher intensities of activity during these sessions. In fact, children have been found to be more physically 

active during their physical education classes when they are taught by specialist teachers (16), 

demonstrating the feasibility of increasing the intensity of movement during these sessions. Additionally, 

to encourage children to engage in movement at high intensities, promoting children’s play outdoors is a 

promising solution, as when children play outside they move more (17), with more room for running and 

jumping at high speeds and diverse play activities to keep children engaged in physical activity for longer. 

For example, studies have shown that total physical activity was 2.2 to 3.3. times higher when children 

were outdoors compared to indoors (17).   
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Additionally, many different variables across the different movement behaviours were found to be 

important for children’s cardiometabolic health. These findings support the importance of an integrated 

movement behaviour approach (18) that considers the importance of all the movement behaviours that 

comprise a 24-hour day, to optimize the health of children.  

4.6 Summary of Msc research experience 

 My experience as a MSc student within the School of Kinesiology and Health Studies has given 

me the opportunity to broaden my knowledge and develop skills in the field of physical activity 

epidemiology.  

 During my first year of master’s studies, I took classes focused on the fundamentals of 

epidemiology, statistics, and public health. I further reinforced this knowledge as a teaching assistant for 

the undergraduate level Introduction to Epidemiology course during my second year. Additionally, I 

completed an independent study focused on the fundamentals of physical activity epidemiology, where I 

gained knowledge in the field through analysis and critical review of scientific literature. I also gained 

practice experience employing data collection techniques using accelerometry, including data cleaning 

and statistical analysis using SAS, a program I had not yet used. I also worked as a research assistant for 

the Physical Activity Epidemiology lab, which provided me with experience in primary data collection, 

and in the processing, merging, and cleaning of accelerometer and GPS data, using several different 

software packages. 

 In the spring of my first year of studies, I had the opportunity to prepare and present a poster at an 

international research conference (International Society of Behavioural Nutrition and Physical Activity, 

Victoria, BC, June 2017), as well as present an oral presentation to the School of Kinesiology and Health 

Studies at the annual Research Colloquium in April 2018.  

During my second year of studies, I conceptualized, executed, and critically evaluated my thesis 

research using data collected from the Active Play Study. Through carrying out my thesis research, I 

gained a comprehensive understanding of SAS statistical programming, through the complex formatting, 
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manipulating, and merging of data sets and application of advanced biostatistics to complete my thesis 

analysis. I then interpreted my results and prepared my work in written format for future publication in a 

peer-reviewed journal and for my thesis. Throughout these experiences as a master’s student, I’ve gained 

the knowledge and skills required to work in the field of physical activity epidemiology and public health.  

4.7 Conclusion 

 In conclusion, several movement behaviour characteristics are important for children’s 

cardiometabolic health. The intensity of movement appears to be the most important characteristic for 

cardiometabolic health in children, and accumulating time spent engaged in movement of high intensities 

appears to be most beneficial for children’s health. Future interventions aimed at optimizing the 

cardiometabolic health of children should contain a large component focused on encouraging children to 

engage in physical activity at high intensities, while also promoting the importance of healthy behaviours 

over the full 24-hour day. 
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Appendix B 

Child participant and parent/guardian letters of information and consent forms 
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LETTER OF INFORMATION / CONSENT FOR CHILD 

 

 

Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

 

 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Ian Janssen 

    School of Kinesiology & Health Studies, Queen’s University  

    Kingston, Ontario  

    Phone: (613)533-6000 ext. 78631 

    E-mail: ian.janssen@queensu.ca 

 

Co-Investigator:  Dr. Michael McIsaac 

    Department of Public Health Sciences, Queen’s University  

    Kingston, Ontario 

    Phone: (613)533-6000 ext. 77460 

    E-mail: mcisaacm@queensu.ca 

 

 

Research sponsor:  Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada 

 

 

Purpose of the study 

 

We want you to participate in this study.  It is about children’s physical activity. Children’s physical 

activity levels are getting worse.  We want to know why.   

 

The purposes of this study are:  

1. To determine how much active play, sport, and walking and biking children do. 
2. To determine where children get physically active.  Several locations will be looked at.  

These include homes, streets, playgrounds, fields, forests, schools, and arenas. 
3. To determine how families, friends, and neighbourhoods affect physical activity. 
4. To determine how physical activity affects health.   
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What will happen during the study? 

 

You and your parent will come to Queen’s University for two visits.  The visits will be 8 to 11 days apart. 

Each visit will last about 45 minutes.  Your physical activity will be measured for 7 days between the two 

visits. 

 

At the first visit we will explain the study to you.  We will answer any questions you have. We will 

measure how tall you are and how much you weigh.  We will measure your belt size.  We will measure 

your heart rate and blood pressure using a small machine. These measures should not cause any pain or 

discomfort.  

 

At the end of the first visit we will give you two small electronic devices. You will wear them for 7 days.  

They will measure your physical activity. The first device will measure how much physical activity you 

get.  You will wear it around your waist on a belt.  The second device looks like a watch. It will record 

your location on a map about every 30 seconds. It will tell us where you got your physical activity.   

 

On the 7 days your physical activity is measured you should write when you remove the electronic 

devices.  You should also write down times you go to bed and wake up.  We will give you a diary to write 

this down.   

 

On the second visit to Queen’s University you will return the two electronic devices. You will also 

answer some questions on a computer.  This will take about 25 minutes. The questions will ask about 

things you do in your free time.  The questions will also ask about your health. 

 

Are there any risks to participating in the study? 

 

Participating should not cause any harms. You do not have to answer questions that make you 

uncomfortable.  

 

Are there any benefits to participating in the study? 

 

The research will not benefit you directly.  We hope to learn more about physical activity in children. We 

hope this will help to us think of ways to get children to be more active.   
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Payment for participating 

 

You will be given up to $40.  You will receive $10 at the end of the first visit.  You will be given $20 at 

the start of the 2nd visit if you return the electronic devices in good condition. You will be given $10 at the 

end of the 2nd visit.  If you drop out of study, you can keep the money you have already received.     

 

Confidentiality and privacy 

 

We will make every effort to keep the information we obtain from you private.  When we show the 

research findings we will not include private information about you.  The information we obtain about 

you will be protected on our computers. 

 

Legally required disclosure 

 

Although we will protect your privacy, if the police request information we may be required to give it to 

them. 

 

What if I change my mind about being in the study? 

 

All parts of a research study are voluntary.  You can drop out of the study at any time before it is done.  

There will be no penalties if you drop out.  Also, any information you gave us will be destroyed if you 

choose.   

 

Questions about the study 

 

Questions can be asked to Dr. Ian Janssen.  His contact information is shown at the top of this letter. 

Ethical concerns can be asked to the Chair of the General Research Ethics Board at 

chair.GREB@queensu.ca or 613-533-6081. 

 

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended principles of Canadian ethics 

guidelines, and Queen's policies. 

 

 

mailto:chair.GREB@queensu.ca
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Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR CHILD – Participant’s Copy 

 

I have read and understood the attached information sheet or had it explained to me. I know that there 

may be no direct benefit to me for participating. I know that it is my choice to participate. I have been told 

about the study.  I have had all of my questions answered. I know that any information collected about me 

will be kept private.  No one will know that I participated in the study except for the research team. I 

know I am free to drop out of the study at any time.  If I drop out it will not affect me or my family. I also 

know that I do not have to answer questions that make me feel uncomfortable. I have received a copy of 

the information sheet and consent form. I agree to participate in the study. 

 

Your full name (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Your signature: __________________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________________________ 

 

 

Would you be willing to be contacted about a potential follow-up study, understanding that you can 

always decline the request? 

 

Yes 

No 
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Participant ID:   

 

Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR CHILD – Research Team’s Copy 

 

I have read and understood the attached information sheet or had it explained to me. I know that there 

may be no direct benefit to me for participating. I know that it is my choice to participate. I have been told 

about the study.  I have had all of my questions answered. I know that any information collected about me 

will be kept private.  No one will know that I participated in the study except for the research team. I 

know I am free to drop out of the study at any time.  If I drop out it will not affect me or my family. I also 

know that I do not have to answer questions that make me feel uncomfortable. I have received a copy of 

the information sheet and consent form. I agree to participate in the study. 

 

Your full name (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Your signature: __________________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________________________ 

 

 

Would you be willing to be contacted about a potential follow-up study, understanding that you can 

always decline the request? 

 

Yes 

No 
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LETTER OF INFORMATION / CONSENT FOR PARENTS/GUARDIANS 

 

 

Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

Principal Investigator: Dr. Ian Janssen 

    School of Kinesiology & Health Studies, Queen’s University  

    Kingston, Ontario  

    Phone: (613)533-6000 ext. 78631 

    E-mail: ian.janssen@queensu.ca 

 

Co-Investigator:  Dr. Michael McIsaac   

    Department of Public Health Sciences, Queen’s University  

    Kingston, Ontario 

    Phone: (613)533-6000 ext. 77460 

    E-mail: mcisaacm@queensu.ca 

 

 

Research sponsor:  Heart and Stroke Foundation of Canada 

 

 

Purpose of the study 

 

You and your child are invited to take part in this study on children’s physical activity. Children’s 

physical activity levels have declined in recent years and we hope to better understand children’s physical 

activity so that we can better work to increase their physical activity levels.  

 

The purposes of this study are:  

1. To determine the amount of different types of physical activities children do such as 
outdoor active play, organized sport, and active transportation (walking and biking). 

2. To determine where children are when they engage in outdoor active play, organized 
sport, and active transportation.  Several locations will be considered including the 
child’s home, the homes of relatives and friends, streets, playgrounds, wooded areas, 
school grounds, sports facilities, etc. 
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3. To determine what factors of the family, home, and neighbourhood environment 
predict how much outdoor active play, organized sport, and active transportation 
children get. 

4. To determine whether active play, organized sport, or active transportation predicts 
children’s physical and mental health. 

 

What will happen during the study? 

 

You and your child will be asked to come to the Physical Activity Epidemiology lab at Queen’s 

University (Room 501, 28 Division St) for two visits about 8-11 days apart. Each visit will last 

approximately 45 minutes.  Your child’s physical activity will be measured over a 7 day period between 

the two visits. 

 

During the first visit to the lab, details of the study will be explained to you and your child.  The research 

team will answer any questions that you or your child have. We will then measure your child’s standing 

height, sitting height, weight, and waist circumference. We will also measure your child’s heart rate and 

blood pressure using an automated machine. These physical measurements are non-invasive and should 

not cause any pain or discomfort to your child.  

 

At the end of the first visit, your child will receive two small electronic devices that they will wear for the 

next 7 days to measure their physical activity. The first electronic device is a physical activity monitor.  It 

will measure how much physical activity your child gets.  The physical activity monitor is worn around 

the hip on an elastic belt. It is very small (ie, smaller than a book of matches).  However, it is not 

waterproof. Your child will be asked to wear the physical activity monitor for 24/hours day for 7 days 

except the times when they will be in water.  

 

The second electronic device is a GPS logger. The GPS logger looks like a sports watch and is worn 

around the wrist. This device will record your child’s geographic location about every 30 seconds. After 

the data has been collected the research team will determine where your child was when they were being 

active.  Your child will be asked to wear the GPS logger for 7 days.  They will take the GPS logger off at 

night so that its battery can be charged.  Please note that the research team cannot track where child is 

while they are wearing this GPS logger.   

  

During the 7 days your child’s physical activity is being measured, they will be asked to write down the 

times they remove their physical activity monitor.  They will also be asked to write down times they go to 
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bed and wake up.  We will give them a diary to write down this information.  Also, the research team will 

contact you by phone, e-mail, or text message (whichever is your preference) every morning. This will let 

us remind your child to wear the physical activity monitor and GPS logger.  This will also allow you or 

your child to ask us any questions that may arise. 

 

Following the 7 days of physical activity data collection, you and your child will be asked to return to the 

physical activity epidemiology lab for the 2nd and final visit. At this time, your child will be asked to 

return the physical activity monitor and GPS logger. Your child will also be asked to complete a ~25 

minute questionnaire on the computer. This questionnaire will ask them about different types of physical 

activity that they do, their feelings about these physical activities, other ways that they spend their time 

(e.g., watching TV, doing homework), their mental health, and some of their eating behaviours.  You will 

also be asked to complete a ~25 minute questionnaire on the computer. This questionnaire will ask for 

information about your family, your child’s physical activity, as well as some home and neighbourhood 

factors that may influence the ability of your child to be physical active.  

 

Are there any risks to participating in the study? 

 

It is unlikely that participating in this study will be associated with any harms or discomforts beyond 

those experienced in everyday life. The physical measures that we will obtain (eg, height, blood pressure) 

are routinely used in children and are not associated with any known risk or adverse effect. The devices 

that your child will wear to measure their physical activity are similar to a belt and watch.  These devices 

present no additional risk beyond those encountered in daily life while wearing these accessories. Finally, 

some of the items on the questionnaires might be deemed personal or sensitive by some people. You and 

your child do not need to answer questions that you do not want to answer or that make you feel 

uncomfortable.  

 

Are there any benefits to participating in the study? 

 

The research will not benefit you or your child directly.  However, by participating in this study we hope 

to learn more about the types of physical activity that children do. Ultimately, we hope that this research 

will help to increase physical activity levels in children. 

 

Payment for study participation 
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Compensation will be provided to you for parking ($3 for each visit to the lab).  Children will be 

compensated for their time with up to $40 in cash.  $10 will be given to your child at the end of the first 

visit to the lab.  $20 will be given to your child at the beginning of the 2nd visit to the lab if they return the 

physical activity monitor and GPS logger in good condition. Finally, your child will receive $10 at the 

end of the 2nd visit after they complete their questionnaire.  If you or your child withdraw from the study 

before it is completed, your child will get to keep the money they have already received.     

 

Confidentiality and privacy 

 

Every effort will be made to protect (guarantee) your confidentiality and privacy. When we present the 

research findings we will not include names or any information that can be used to identify you or your 

child. No one other than the research team will know that you and your child participated in the study 

unless you tell them. The information we obtain will be de-identified, such that you and your child will 

receive a unique identification number and will be known by this number, not by name. All of the study 

data will be entered into password- and firewall- protected computers in the physical activity 

epidemiology lab, and will be only be available to the research team. We will keep the data here securely 

for several years, but will never allow anyone other than the research team to have access to the data. 

 

Legally Required Disclosure 

 

Although we will protect your privacy, if legal authorities request information we may be required to 

reveal it to them (e.g. cases of child abuse). 

 

What if I change my mind about being in the study? 

 

It is important to remember that all aspects of a research study are voluntary.  Even after providing 

consent you and/or your child can withdraw from the study at any time prior to when you submit your 

final questionnaire responses.  In cases of withdrawal, there will be no negative consequences any data 

you have provided will be destroyed if you want the research team to do so.   

 

 

How do I find out what was learned in this study? 
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We expect to have this study completed by the spring of 2017. If you would like a brief summary of the 

results, please let us know in the consent form below how you would like it sent to you. 

 

Questions about the study 

 

Any questions about study participation may be directed to Dr. Ian Janssen with the contact information 

listed at the top of this letter. Any ethical concerns about the study may be directed to the Chair of the 

General Research Ethics Board at chair.GREB@queensu.ca or 613-533-6081. 

 

This study has been granted clearance according to the recommended principles of Canadian ethics 

guidelines, and Queen's policies. 
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Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR PARENT/GUARDIAN – Participant’s copy 

 

I have read the information presented in the information letter about “The Physical Activity and Active 

Play” study being conducted by Drs. Ian Janssen and Michael McIsaac of Queen’s University. I have had 

the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement, as well as my child’s involvement, and to receive 

additional details that I requested. I have been adequately informed of the confidentiality and privacy 

measures that will be undertaken by the research team to protect my identity and my child’s identity. I 

understand that if I agree to participate, and provide consent for my child to participate, that we may 

withdraw from the study at any time. I have been given a copy of this form. I agree to participate in the 

study and I provide consent for my child to participate in the study. 

 

Signature: ______________________________________ 

 

Name of adult participant (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Name of child participant (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________________________ 
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Participant ID:   
Physical Activity Levels in Kingston Children 

 

CONSENT FORM FOR PARENT/GUARDIAN – Research Team’s Copy 

 

I have read the information presented in the information letter about “The Physical Activity and Active 

Play” study being conducted by Drs. Ian Janssen and Michael McIsaac of Queen’s University. I have had 

the opportunity to ask questions about my involvement, as well as my child’s involvement, and to receive 

additional details that I requested. I have been adequately informed of the confidentiality and privacy 

measures that will be undertaken by the research team to protect my identity and my child’s identity. I 

understand that if I agree to participate, and provide consent for my child to participate, that we may 

withdraw from the study at any time. I have been given a copy of this form. I agree to participate in the 

study and I provide consent for my child to participate in the study. 

 

Signature: ______________________________________ 

 

Name of adult participant (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Name of child participant (Printed) ___________________________________ 

 

Date: __________________________________________________ 

 

Would you like to receive a summary of the study’s results? 

Yes, I would like to receive a summary of the study’s results.  

Please send them to this E-mail address: _____________________________________________  

or to this mailing address: _________________________________________ 

    _________________________________________ 

 No, I do not want to receive a summary of the study’s results.  
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Would you be willing to be contacted about a potential follow-up study, understanding that you can 

always decline the request? 

 

Yes.  Please contact me by: 

  Phone: ________________________________________________ 

   or E-mail: ______________________________________________ 

  or Mail: ________________________________________________ 

No 
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Appendix C 

Ethics letter of approval for thesis 
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Appendix D 

Activity log 
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Appendix E 

Device and activity log instructions 
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Instructions for Activity Monitor, Location Monitor, and Sleep & Activity 

Log 

 

This study will measure your physical activity patterns over one week.  In order to do this, we 

want you to wear an Activity Monitor and a Location Monitor for the next 7 days.  We are 

interested in measuring your normal activity level.  Please do not change your normal physical 

activity levels during the study. 

 

             Picture of the Activity Monitor     Picture of the Location Monitor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Information and Instructions for the Activity Monitor and Sleep & Activity Log 

 

An Activity Monitor is a small electronic device that records all daily activities as electronic 

signals. It does not need to be turned on or off.  You do not need to change the batteries or 

recharge this device.  Please start wearing the Activity Monitor as soon as your visit to the 

laboratory is over.  We want you to keep wearing it for the 7 days and nights following your 

visit.   

 

The Activity Monitor should be worn as shown in the picture to the right.  

You should wear it around your waist using the elastic belt we give you.  

It should be worn above your right hip.  The Active Monitor should be 

positioned so that “RESPIRONICS” is at the top and “Actical” is at the 

bottom.  It should be located half way between your stomach and back.  

You can wear it underneath or above your clothes. 
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It is very important that you wear the Activity Monitor as much as possible. You should take it 

off when you are having a bath or shower or when swimming since the Activity Monitor is not 

waterproof.  If there are times that you need to take the Activity Monitor off, other than when 

having a bath or shower, we would like you to record this on the Activity Monitor and Location 

Monitor Diary.  This should be recorded in the PINK columns of the diary. 

 

We would also like you to keep the Activity Monitor on at night when you go to bed.  The 

Activity Monitor will measure how much you move when you are sleeping.  We would like you 

to record what time you wake up in the morning and what time you go to bed at night on the 

Sleep, Organized Sports, and Outside Chores Diary. This should be recorded in the YELLOW 

columns of the diary. 

 

If you participate in organized sports or programs during the study (eg, hockey, soccer, karate, 

dance class), we would like you to record these sports and the times you participated in the 

Sleep, Organized Sport, and Outside Chores Diary. This should be done in the GREEN 

columns of the diary.  Finally, if you do any chores or work outdoors during the study (eg, 

shovel snow, farming, cut grass), we would like you to record what time you did this work in 

the BLUE columns of the diary.  

 

Information and Instructions for the Location Monitor 

 

The Location Monitor is an electronic device that connects to satellites and records your location 

every few seconds.  We will use the Location Monitor to determine where you are when you are 

being active.  While you are using the Location Monitor during the study we will not know where 

you are.  However, after the study is over the Location Monitor will tell us where you were 

throughout the week.   

 

You will wear the Location Monitor on your wrist like a watch.  You can wear it on your left or 

right wrist.  You can wear the Location Monitor under long sleeved clothes such as a sweatshirt or 

coat. 
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The Location Monitor runs on a rechargeable battery that lasts 

for about 10 hours.  We ask that you charge the Location 

Monitor tonight before you go to bed.  You will need to do this 

again every night for the following 7 nights.  Follow these 4 

steps to charge the Location Monitor: 
 

1) Plug the USB end of the charger into the USB adapter.  
  

2) Plug the USB adapter in a regular outlet. 
 

3) Look at the picture to the right.  Align the charge posts on the charger with the contacts on 
the back of the Location Monitor.   
Then press the charger until it clicks. 

 

4) Leave it plugged in overnight to charge. 
 

You should start wearing the Location Monitor in the morning before you leave your house.  On 

school days, put the Location Monitor on a few minutes before you leave for school.  On weekends 

and holidays, try to put the Location Monitor on at around the same time you would do on school 

days.  Alternatively, if you are leaving your house earlier in the day, put the Location Monitor on 

before you go.   

 

When you start wearing the Location Monitor each morning, you will 

need to turn its recording function “on”.  Follow these 4 steps: 
 

1) Press the top right button on the Location Monitor.  This is 

button  in the picture to the right.   
 

2) Continue pressing this button until the display on the Location Monitor looks like the 
picture on the bottom right.   
 

3) Press this button once more and the recording function will turn 
“on”.  A large green triangle will appear on the display for 2 
seconds immediately after the recording function is turned “on”.  
Also, the numbers under “Timer” will start to count up. 
Numbers may also start to appear at the top and bottom of the 
display once you start to walk around. 

 

4) After the recording function is turned on, you can turn on the watch function by pressing 

the middle button on the left hand side of the display.  This is button  shown in the 
picture above. 

 

 

 

 











 

Timer

Pace
__:__

0:0000

0:00
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Once the recording function is “on”, do not press the top right button of the Location Monitor 

again. If you do, the recording function will turn “off”.  If this happens, press the top right button 

again to turn it back “on”.  You will know the recording function is “on” when the timer in the 

display is counting up.   

 

Let the recording function of the Location Monitor run continuously each day. The battery on the 

Location Monitor will usually run out of charge after about 10 hours.  Therefore, please try to re-

charge the battery for about 15 minutes in the late afternoon or early evening (eg, right after school, 

at supper time).  After you re-charge the battery for a few minutes, please put the Location Monitor 

back on and turn “on” the recording function again.  Right before you go to bed at night, you 

should take the Location Monitor off and charge it again for the next day. 

 

If there are times that you leave home without the Location Monitor, we would like you to 

record this on the Activity Monitor and Location Monitor Diary.  This should be recorded in 

the ORANGE columns of the diary. 

 

It is important that you wear the Location Monitor as much as possible when it is turned on.  Since 

the Location Monitor is waterproof, you can wear it when showering, bathing, or swimming.  You 

should not wear the Location Monitor to bed at night as you should be charging it’s battery at that 

time.  If you need to take the Location Monitor off when playing organized sports, please bring it 

with you to where you are playing.  For example, if you need to take it off to play in a basketball 

game, take it off at the gym and put it back on after the game is over.   
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Appendix F 

Sleep time and cleaning protocols 
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Data Cleaning Guidelines: Sleep Times 
 

Before You Start: Things to Keep in Mind 

Sleep time refers to the duration someone sleeps at night.  In the Active Play Study participants wore their 

accelerometer during both waking hours and sleep time, and it is important that we accurately distinguish 

between the two before we process the accelerometer data.   To help us with this, participants were asked 

to record the time that they went to bed each night and the time they got up in the morning.  The objective 

of the data cleaning outlined in this protocol is to correct errors in the recorded sleep times (e.g., the 

participant recorded that they went to bed at 9:30 p.m. but they actually went to bed at 10:00 p.m.). 

Sleep time is recognizable in the Actical accelerometer data by a period of several hours of little or no 

movement with accelerometer counts at or close to zero.  Because people move when they sleep (e.g., roll 

over in bed), there will be brief bursts of lower intensity movement during sleep time that are intermixed 

within long periods with no movement.  Sleep time is generally preceded and followed by at least a few 

minutes of movement.  For example, getting ready for bed (e.g., brushing teeth, going to the bathroom, 

walking to bedroom, changing clothes) will be recorded as light intensity movement by the accelerometer.  

In combination with the sleep diaries, this predictable movement pattern will help us determine exact 

sleeping times for study participants. 

When you work on the time verification and correction, commit to verify and correct full days of all 

recorded sleep times, organized sport times, and non-wear times of a participant. Do Not stop in the 

middle of a day of a participant. 

 
Sleep Time Verification 

 

1. Enter your name on the sleep time tracking sheet pinned on the bulletin board in Room 
501G every time after you start verifying the sleep time for a new participant.  Select the 
next participant on the tracking sheet that has not been started by another researcher.  
Write down your name in the “Researcher Name” column on the tracking sheet.   

 
2. Obtain the photocopied Sleep and Activity Diary of the Participant ID you wish to verify 

sleep time for. The photocopied Sleep and Activity diaries are located in the middle 
filing cabinets in Room 501G. Sleep times include get-up times and bed times. 
 

3. Ensure that you have a coloured pen to make changes on the photocopied diary.  All 
edits should be made on the photocopy and not on the original diary used by the 
participant. 
 

4. Open the Actical software and Actical accelerometer file.   
a) Open the Actical 3.10 software. 
b) Click File, then click Open… 
c) Select and open the .AWC file of the participant ID you are verifying.  These files can 

be found in the following directory:  Epi-Server → EPI lab → Actical. For example, 
for participant 147, open the 0147.AWC file in the Epi-Server → EPI lab → Actical 
directory.   

d) Click Tools, then click Actogram 
▪ A new screen containing several activity graphs will appear 
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e) At the top of the screen above the activity graphs, ensure the Identity is the 
participant ID you are verifying. 

f) Adjust the Scale value on the left hand side of the actogram to 1500. 
▪ This will change the scale on each y-axis to show a maximum value of 1500, 

making it easier to observe low-intensity movements around the wake-up 
and sleep times 
 

5. Determine the correct Day 1 date of the participant you are verifying. 
a) Open the Database Access file located in the Epi-Server → EPI lab → Database 

folder. 
b) Double click and open the Visit #1 table 
c) In column two, search for the Date of Visit of the participant ID you are verifying. 

This date + 1 will be the Day 1 date. 
 

6. Verify Get-up Time: 
a) On the actogram, double click on the activity graph corresponding to the Day 1 date. 

You will now see an Expanded Actogram for Day 1. An example actogram is shown 
below in Figure 1. 

b) Ensure the date on the Expanded Actogram is the Day 1 date (see A on Figure 1). 
c) Adjust the Display Center time using the left and right arrows (see B on Figure 1) to 

match the get-up time recorded for Day 1 on the photocopied diary (i.e., A on Figure 
1 matches C on Figure 2).  

 

 

Figure 1. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
A 

B 
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Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

d) Check to see if the get-up time that was recorded in the diary is accurate to within 
one minute of the time registered on the Actical accelerometer. In general, you are 
looking for the start point of continual movements that occurs around the get-up 
time that was recorded on the diary.  These continual movement will indicate that 
the participant got up and started their day.  

Keep in mind that the pattern of movements that occurred during the sleep 
period can help to determine whether the low intensity movements observed close 
to the recorded get-up times are part of the sleep period or indicate the participant 
has gotten up.  Also, it may be useful to consider the get-up times recorded for the 
rest of the week.  Children often have very similar get-up times on school days and 
on the weekend.   

e) You are asked to determine a reasonable get-up time for Day 8 (the day following 
the last day of study participation) based on your experience for the participant you 
are verifying times for.  

f) If there is any day when the participant clearly did not wear the activity monitor to 
sleep, there are 2 options for this step.   
Option 1 - you will not change the recorded get-up time if this time is within the 
non-wear period, as there is no evidence suggesting the recorded get-up time is 
wrong.  Additionally, if the period from the recorded get-up time to the time when 
the first movement is seen on the Actogram is no longer than 20 minutes, please 
indicate this period in the non-wear period section. For example, if the recorded get-
up time is 6:30 a.m., and the first movement is observed at 6:45 a.m., make sure 
that you write down 6:30 a.m. to 6:45 a.m. as a non-wear period. If this period is 
greater than 20 minutes, you do not need to indicate it on the non-wear period 
section. 
Option 2 - if the recorded get-up time is outside the non-wear period, please change 
the get-up time to the point where first movement is seen. For example, if the data 
shows that the participant did not put the activity monitor back on until 6:30 a.m., 

C 
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D 

but the participant indicated the get-up time for that morning was 6:45 a.m., please 
change the get-up time to 6:30 a.m., as the participant has to be awake to put the 
monitor back on. 

 
Three illustrative examples for verifying get-up times can be found in Examples 1-3 
on pages 7-8. 
 

g) There are 2 options for this step.  Option 1 - If you determine that the recorded get-
up time was accurate to the nearest minute, place a checkmark beside the get-up 
time on the photocopied diary.  Option 2 - If you determine that the recorded get-up 
time is different from what is recorded on the diary, use a coloured pen to write the 
corrected time underneath the original time on the photocopied diary.  Please 
always write down the words Day 8 in the white space at the bottom of the diary 
and aligned with the Column for days. Then put down the Day 8 get-up time you 
determined beside it. 
 
Note:  if you are not sure of the times you have corrected, make a note of this in 
the “Issues occurred?” column of the tracking sheet.  Please get a second opinion 
(ideally from Chao, Mike, or Emily) on this issue.  The data should not be entered 
into database (Step 10) until the issue has been resolved.   
 

7. Verify Bed Time: 
 

Figure 3. 
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Figure 4.   

 
a) Adjust the Display Center time using the right arrow to match the bed time recorded 

for Day 1 on the photocopied diary (i.e. D on Figure 3 matches E on Figure 4).  
b) Check to see if the bed time that was recorded in the diary is accurate to within one 

minute of the time registered on the Actical accelerometer. Please keep in mind that 
we cannot determine the exact time when the participant fell asleep, so we are 
looking for the time they turned off the lights to go to sleep. Thus, if there is some 
low-intensity movement after the recorded bed time, we would consider the 
recorded bed time as accurate. Such low-intensity movements might indicate that 
the participant was trying to fall asleep (eg, tossing and turning in bed). However, if 
there is any movement or epoch after the recorded bed time above 375 counts on 
the y-axis of the actogram, this would typically indicate that the participant was still 
out of bed doing some moderate intensity movements. During this step it may be 

useful to consider the bed times recorded for the rest of the days.  Children often 
have the same bedtime on school nights, for example. 

c) If there is any day when the participant clearly did not wear the activity monitor to 
sleep, there are 2 options for this step.   
Option 1 - you will not change the recorded bed time if this time is within the non-
wear period, as there is no evidence suggesting the recorded bed time is wrong.  
Additionally, if the period from the time when the last movement is seen on the 
Actogram to the recorded bed time is no longer than 20 minutes, please indicate this 
period in the non-wear period section. For example, if the last movement is 
observed at 9:45 p.m., and the recorded bed time is 10 p.m., make sure that you 
write down 9:45 p.m. to 10 p.m. as a non-wear period. If this period is greater than 
20 minutes, you do not need to indicate it on the non-wear period section. 

E 
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Option 2 - if the recorded bed time is outside the non-wear period, please change 
the bed time to the point where last movement is seen. For example, if the data 
shows that the participant did not take off the activity monitor until 10 p.m., but the 
participant indicated the bed time for that night was 9:45 p.m., please change the 
get-up time to 10 p.m., as the participant has to be awake to take off the activity 
monitor. 
 
Three illustrative examples for verifying bed times can be found in Examples 4-8 on 
pages 8-9. 
 

d) There are 2 options for this step.  Option 1 - If you determined that the recorded 
sleep time was accurate, place a checkmark beside the sleep time on the 
photocopied diary.  Option 2 - If you determine that the recorded sleep time is 
different from what was recorded on the diary, use a coloured pen to write the 
corrected time underneath the original time on the photocopied diary.   
 
Note:  if you are not sure of the times you have corrected, make a note of this in 
the “Issues occurred?” column of the tracking sheet.  Please get a second opinion 
(ideally from Chao, Mike, or Emily) on this issue.  The data should not be entered 
into database (Step 10) until the issue has been resolved.   
 

8. Repeat the Sleep Time Data Verification Process.  The processes that were explained in 
Steps 6 and 7 for Day 1 should be repeated for Day 2 through Day 7 for the same 
participant ID. 
 

9. Indicate that all Sleep Times has been verified and corrected on the data cleaning 
tracking sheet pinned on the bulletin board in Room 501G. Every time you have 
completed all the sleep time, organized sports time, and non-wear time verification and 
correction for a same day of a participant’s, put a check mark in the corresponding day 
in the “All 7 days verified & corrected?” column. The next time you start working on the 
data verification you should pick-up where you left off with this participant. 

10. Enter Corrected Sleep Time Information into Database  
a. All of the sleep time information for all 7 days plus the Day 8 get-up time for the 

participant ID, including data on the diary that was accurate and data that was 
corrected, should be entered in the electronic study database.   This should be 
entered in the “Sleep and Activity Diary Day [1-7] – Cleaned” table in the 
Database-Cleaned Access file located in the Epi-Server → EPI Lab→ Database 
folder. 

b. Enter your name in the Researcher Name column beside the participant ID in the 
Database – Cleaned Access file. 

 

11. Indicate that all verified and corrected data on the data cleaning tracking sheet pinned 
on the bulletin board in Room 501G. Every time you have entered all the verified and 
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corrected sleep times, organized sports times, and non-wear times for a same day of a 
participant, put a check mark in the corresponding day in the “All data entered into 
database?” column. The next time you start working on the data entry you should pick-
up where you left off with this participant.  

 

Example 1:  

The participant recorded 8:53 a.m. as their get-up time. However, the start point of the continual 

movements can be observed at 7:25 a.m. where the green arrow is pointing. Looking through this 

participant’s sleep (eg, prior to 7:25), there are no similar movement patterns. Thus, we would change the 

get-up time of this day to 7:25 a.m. after zooming in the Display With to determine the exact minute. 

Example 2: 
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The recorded get-up time for this actogram is 6:45 a.m., which looks accurate. Using the Display Width 

to zoom in, you observed that 6:45 a.m. is the closest minute. Thus, you will not change the get-up time 

for this day. 

Example 3:  

The participant put down 7 a.m. as their get-up time. However, continuous movement starts at 6:44 a.m., 

as noted by the green arrow. The intermittent movements around 6 a.m. and 6:15 a.m., are similar to what 

can be seen for this participant throughout the night, such as around 5:10 a.m.  Thus, the get-up time 

would be corrected to 6:44 a.m. on this day.   

Example 4: 
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The recorded bed time is 11 p.m. for this day. 11 p.m. appears to make sense as there is some movement 

in the half hour proceeding and a long string of 0 counts after.  In this case, the recorded bed time would 

not be changed. 

Example 5:  

11 p.m. was recorded as the bed time, but light to moderate intensity movements are detected well after 

11 p.m. Thus, when zoomed in, 11:27p.m. (see the green arrow) will be considered as the more accurate 

bed time and the diary would be corrected to this time. 

 

Example 6: 
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The participant put down 11 p.m. as their bed time, which appears incorrect. By checking the actograms 

of some other bed times of this participant, you observe a similar shape of movements (circled in green) 

As a result, we will move this participant’s bed tie to the time shown by the green arrow (22:05).  
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Appendix G 

Trip cleaning protocols 
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CSV GPS cleaning protocol – Missing data 

 

The protocol includes steps for the processing of CSV files that have already been processed by, 

and exported from, PALMS. One of the main goals of this step is to insert known latitudes and 

longitudes where there is currently missing data (i.e. when a participant is sleeping, but we know 

they’re at home). This processing step should only be done for participants with a validated log 

(i.e. sleep times).  

 

1. Open the CSV file of interest from the following location: \\192.168.1.100\EPI 
Lab\PALMS exports\CSV 

 

2. Open the original database (\\192.168.1.100\EPI Lab\Database\Database) to determine 
the day of the participant’s visit #1. The participant’s “Day 1” will be the day after their 
visit #1.  
 

3. Obtain the hard copy of the participant’s log 
 

4. Select the view tab in excel, and select freeze panes, “freeze top row”. 
 

5. Each CSV file should begin at midnight on “Day 1”. If the file begins at midnight (00:00) 
on Day 1, skip to step 4. If there is data prior to midnight of the first day (the first 
occurrence of 00:00), then remove this data by highlighting the rows up until 00:00, 
right-clicking, and selecting “delete”. 
 

6. Likewise, the end of the file should be the wake up time on Day 8. Highlight the rows 
after the wake up time on Day 8, right-click, and select “delete”. If there is no day 8 
wake up time (i.e. the participant did not wear it to bed on the night of the 7th), then 
highlight the rows after midnight on day 7, right-click and select “delete”. 

 

7. Insert a column to the left of the “identifier” column (this new column will be column A). 
In cell A1, label this column “sequence”. This column will contain consecutive numbers, 
as follows: 

• In cell A2, insert a “1” 

• In cell A3, insert a “2” 

• Highlight both of these cells and double-click the bottom-right corner of these cells 
(the “+” sign). This will copy the numbers down column A. 

• Verify that all of the rows have a number (i.e. up to ~45 000 rows) 
 

8. Highlight and copy columns ‘lat’ and ‘lon’. Right-click beside these columns and select 
“insert copied cells”. Re-name the old columns “lat_old” and “lon_old”. There should 
now be 2 columns each for latitude and longitude (one old and one new). The ‘lat_old’ 
and ‘lon_old’ columns should not be altered – all work hereafter should be done on the 
new ‘lat’ and ‘lon’ columns. 
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9. Beside the new “lat” and “lon” columns, insert a new column named “gps_miss”. Insert 
0’s for each row for column from the start of the file (midnight on the first day) to the 
end of the file. If there are sections of missing GPS data that cannot be imputed, insert a 
‘1’ instead of a 0 for these rows.  
 

10. Open the participant home and school coordinates Access file from the following 
location: \\192.168.1.100\EPI Lab\GIS\Participant Home + School Coordinates. 
 

11. Open the cleaned data files from the following location: \\192.168.1.100\EPI 
Lab\Database\Database-Cleaned. Open the cleaned sleep times table. 

 

12. Overwrite the ‘lat’ and ‘lon’ values of “-180” with the participant’s latitude and 
longitude values for their house during all time spent sleeping. This includes from 
midnight on the first day to their wake up time on the first day. 

• This can be done by inserting both the lat and lon value, highlighting these cells, and 
dragging them down to the appropriate epoch. 

• This should be done for all time spent sleeping between the epochs, regardless of 
what coordinates are there (remember: we have already adjusted the sleep times 
for all participants). 

 

13. On the participant’s log. Replace any -180’s with the participant’s home coordinates for 
any time during which the device is charging.  
 

14. If there are still -180’s after a participant’s wake up time, then scroll down to the first 
real coordinates for that day (“firstfix”) and plot them in google maps. If these 
coordinates are at the participant’s home (and several thereafter), then insert their 
home coordinates until this time. If these coordinates are elsewhere, then do not insert 
any coordinates. Likewise, if there are still -180’s prior to a participant’s bedtime, then 
scroll up to the last real coordinates and plot them in google maps. If these coordinates 
are at the participant’s house, then insert their home coordinates. 
 

15. Using the log, identify any times when the participant has indicated that they have 
removed the device at a specific location. Input the coordinates for this location using 
google maps (search the location, right-click “what’s here?”, and enter the coordinates).  

• Only do this if it is clear that the epochs before and after this set of missing data 
are both at this location. 

• If the participant has removed the device at a specific location multiple times 
throughout the week, make sure to use the same coordinates for the location 
each time it is inserted. 

 

16. Identify remaining -180’s and attempt to fill them in by plotting the coordinates prior to 
and following this missing section. If the points prior to and after the missing data are 
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near the same location, then the coordinates for the location can be inserted. Use 
Google maps along with other information (i.e. day of week, time of day, trip time, etc). 

• For example: The missing data is from 6:00pm to 7:15pm on a weeknight 
between two known points in a parking lot outside the Loyal Oarsman. The 
participant took 10 minutes to travel there, and 12 minutes to travel home from 
there, at a walking speed (0-5 km/hour). It is a 10-minute walk from the 
participant’s house to the Loyal Oarsman. It is likely that the participant walked 
to the Loyal Oarsman with their family, ate dinner there, and walked home. The 
coordinates for the Loyal Oarsman should be inserted between the trips. 
 

17. If a participant has removed the device and then put it back on at a different location, 
and if they amount of missing GPS data is similar to the estimated time that it would 
have taken to get to the next point, then insert a GPS point on a road in between the 
two locations. Make sure that the point is far enough from both the start and end point 
so as to not confuse it with the either the start or end point (i.e. not directly outside the 
participant’s home). 
 

18. Likewise, if there is clearly evidence of a trip to and from a location, with missing data in 
between, then you may use your judgement to assess when the trip to and from 
occurred, and when the participant was at the location. For example, if a participant 
removes their GPS watch at home, indicates that they went to a store, and then puts the 
watch back on at home. Based on the distance between their home and the location, 
the date, time, season (likely not walking far in February, as compared to July), and the 
intensity of activity, it may be possible to identify the trip to and from this location. 
Points on a road can be inserted for these trips. If you cannot be very confident about 
what the child did at that time, then leave the data as -180s. 
 

19. Missing trip to/from school: This imputation should take some time, as there as many 
variables to consider. For children that do not wear their device to school, but for whom 
you are reasonably certain that they went to school (i.e. recorded GPS non-wear), their 
trip to school can be inserted. For their trip to school, you will want to examine all other 
days specifically looking at 1) the time that they leave home every day and the time that 
they arrive at school (as well as the duration the trip should be based on google maps), 
2) the typical route that they take, and 3) the pattern of accelerometry data before, 
during and after their trip. Information from the log may be helpful as well. If you are 
reasonably certain that a similar pattern of accelerometry data occurred at a start and 
end time that is similar to other days of the week (i.e. it looks like a trip to school, at 
around the time a trip to school would be taken, and is as long as a trip to school should 
take) then insert a point on a road between their house and their school for this time. 
For the variable “trip number”, insert a new trip number for this time, which will be the 
next number after the highest trip number recorded (i.e., if a participant has 32 trips, 
their new trip number is 33). In the Data tab in excel, select “filter”, and click on the 
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arrow under the “trip number” column to find the highest trip number for that 
participant. Repeat for the trip from school. 
 

20. Missing data at school: After the trip to school has been imputed, then impute their 
school building coordinates for non-recess times during the day. For their recess times, 
you will need to consult the weather information for that specific point in time 
(http://climate.weather.gc.ca/climateData/dailydata_e.html?StationID=47267). Select 
the year and month of interest, and then select the specific day from the column. 
Examine the weather specifically for the hour (e.g., if recess is from 9:50AM to 
10:05AM, then look at the weather information for the hour of 9:00-10:00AM). If the 
temperature is above 0°C, indicate this time as being outdoors if there is no 
precipitation and as indoors if there is precipitation. If the temperature if below 0°C, 
indicate the time as being outdoors if the temperature with the wind chill is above 20°C, 
and as being indoors if the temperature with the wind chill is below 20°C. Note that if 
the recess time spans across an hour, use data from both hours. 
 

21. If you encounter GPS data that is outside the city of Kingston, please indicate the 
participant ID, the date, and the day # for that participant, and the location in the “out 
of town GPS data” excel file, which can be found at: \\192.168.1.100\EPI Lab\PALMS 
exports\out of town GPS data.xlsx. Imputation of this data is slightly different, and 
should be done according to the protocol outlined in: \\192.168.1.100\EPI Lab\PALMS 
exports\CSV GPS cleaning - Out of Town data.docx.  
 

22. It may be helpful to use Google fusion tables along with Google maps to impute GPS 
points. Below are the steps for creating a Google fusion map with the participant’s 
accelerometry/GPS data. 

• Go to https://support.google.com/fusiontables/answer/2571232 and select 
“Create a fusion table” 

• Select the .CSV file that you wish to use, and select “next”. Select “next” and 
“finish” on the next two tabs – no other information is needed. 

• On the “lat” tab, click the downward arrow and select “change” 

• Change the type option to “location”, and select “two column location”. Lat and 
Lon should be identified as the location parameters. Select “Save”. 

• On the “datetime” tab, click the downward arrow and select “change” 

• Change the format option to “24/12/2008 9:30 PM” (the longest option) and 
select “save” 

• Click the red “+” button beside the tabs on the top, and select “add map”. 

• Click “change feature styles”, and in the pop-up window select “buckets”. Divide 
into 4 buckets. Identify “activity intensity” as the column. For the buckets, insert 
the numbers 0 to 4 in ascending order. Select appropriate colors for intensity 
(i.e. blue, yellow, green, red).  

• In the top right corner of the map, select “done”. If you need to make further 
changes, use the dropdown arrow from the Map 1 tab and select “change map”. 

http://climate.weather.gc.ca/climateData/dailydata_e.html?StationID=47267
file://///192.168.1.100/EPI%20Lab/PALMS%20exports/out%20of%20town%20GPS%20data.xlsx
file://///192.168.1.100/EPI%20Lab/PALMS%20exports/out%20of%20town%20GPS%20data.xlsx
file://///192.168.1.100/EPI%20Lab/PALMS%20exports/CSV%20GPS%20cleaning%20-%20Out%20of%20Town%20data.docx
file://///192.168.1.100/EPI%20Lab/PALMS%20exports/CSV%20GPS%20cleaning%20-%20Out%20of%20Town%20data.docx
https://support.google.com/fusiontables/answer/2571232
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• Click filter, and select “datetime”. Filter the datetime variable the appropriate 
date and time that you need. In general, ± 1 hour is usually enough. 

23. When finished, save the .CSV file and mark your progress on the tracking sheet. 
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Appendix H 

Relevant questions from child questionnaire 
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1. How much time do you usually spend doing your homework after each day of school? 

 I usually don't have homework 

 About 15 minutes 

 About 30 minutes 

 About 1 hour 

 About 1.5 hours 

 

 

2. How many hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend watching TV, videos (including 

YouTube or similar services), DVDs, and other entertainment on a screen? (Please mark one box 

for weekdays and one box for weekend) 

WEEKDAYS 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 

 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

WEEKEND 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 
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 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

3. How many hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend playing games on a computer, 

games console, tablet (like iPad), smartphone or other electronic device (not including moving or 

fitness games)? (Please mark one box for weekdays and one box for weekend) 

WEEKDAYS 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 

 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

WEEKEND 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 

 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

 

 

4. How many hours a day, in your free time, do you usually spend using electronic devices such as 

computers, tablets (like iPad) or smartphones for other purposes (e.g.,  emailing, tweeting, 
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Facebook, chatting, surfing the internet)? (Please mark one box for weekdays and one box for 

weekend) 

WEEKDAYS 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 

 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

WEEKEND 

 None at all 

 About half an hour a day 

 About 1 hour a day 

 About 2 hours a day 

 About 3 hours a day 

 About 4 hours a day 

 About 5 hours a day 

 About 6 hours a day 

 About 7 or more hours a day 

 

 

5. How often do you eat in a fast food restaurant (eg, McDonald's, Burger King, Wendy's)? 

 Never 

 Rarely (less than once a month) 

 About once a month 

 2-3 times a month 

 Once a week 
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 2 or 3 times a week 

 4 times a week or more 

 

 

6. How many days of the week do you.... (Please mark one box for each line) 

 0 

days 

1 

day 

2 

days 

3 

days 

4 

days 

5 

days 

6 

days 

7 

days 

Snack while watching TV (including 

videos, DVDs, YouTube)? 
        

Snack while working or playing on a 

computer or games console? 
        

Have an evening meal together with your 

mother or father (or other adult family 

member) 
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Appendix I 

Relevant questions from parent/guardian questionnaire 
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1. How would you describe your child's race? Please select all races that are relevant. 

 White or Caucasian 

 Hispanic or Latin American (eg, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Brazilian) 

 Black or African American (eg, Kenyan, Jamaican, Somalian) 

 Aboriginal or Native (eg, First Nations, Metis, Inuit) 

 Asian (eg, Chinese, East Indian, Japanese, Vietnamese) 

 Arabic / Middle Eastern (eg, Saudia Arabian, Israeli, Iranian) 

 Other race not listed above 

 Prefer not to say 

 

2. During the past 12 months, what was your household income from wages and salaries (before 

taxes and deductions)? 

 Less than $25,000 

 $25,000 to $50,000 

 $50,001 to $75,000 

 $75,001 to $100,000 

 More than $100,000 

 Prefer not to say 
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